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Abstract 
 
After the deregulation, the electricity markets have been restructured in a way to draw an end 
to “natural monopoly” of the players. However, by the virtue of the especial nature of 
electricity market, it gives the players instincts to exercise the market power. As a result of 
these market power exercise, electricity market becomes inefficient. The presence of market 
power can change the dispatch order of generators, pressure to over-build transmission 
networks in order to relieve load pockets in a market. Perhaps most importantly, the exercise 
of market power results in power price rises and substantial wealth transfers between 
electricity customers and generators. For these reasons, electricity market regulators around 
the world tend to be interested in mechanisms for predicting marker power ex ante and 
detecting and controlling the exercise of market power ex post.  

At present, there are some indicators, used to predict the market power exercise ability of 
suppliers. These common ex-ante market power indicators however, mostly disregard power 
transfer distribution factor, generation and transmission constraints in electric systems and 
merging effect of the supplier. Moreover, these indicators usually concern static measurement 
of market power, when electrical power system reflects stochastic nature regarding load and 
wind generation capacity variation in any system. 

This master thesis suggests a probabilistic approach of a new market power indicator namely 
Transmission constrained-Pivotal Supplier Index (TC-PSI) to predict the probability of 
market power exercise for variation of loads and wind generations with considering 
generation and transmission constraints in a system. 
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1  

Introduction 

 
1.1.  General 

Over the last two decades, the idea of electrical power generation, transmission and 
distribution was a “natural monopoly” where a single market player could operate more than 
one activity in a market [1]. At present electricity industries in Europe, South America and 
Australia have been liberalized and in a process of liberalization in the USA [1]. As a 
consequence of these, the electricity market undergoes some fundamental change. For 
example the markets are no more vertically integrated where power producers own the 
transmission and distribution network. Liberalization brought unbundling of these operations 
in different sections so as the generation and the retailing would be more efficiently delivered 
by firms operating freely in a transparent and competitive market. In a liberalized market, an 
independent system operator (ISO) is responsible for grid operation. All other players in the 
market, can freely access over the grid upon permission from the ISO. Therefore, the market 
becomes more competitive, the electricity price becomes more transparent. Market indices 
and other market data are available for all players. Moreover, power exchanges for spot 
market and financial market start to operate. 
 
However, by the virtue of being electricity an especial commodity, as in the real electricity 
market, electricity markets no longer maintain their transparencies of prices. The specialty of 
electricity market is that electrical power cannot be stored at all or only in limited volumes 
with expensive alternatives. Nevertheless, power has to be matched between production and 
consumption within a very short period. These special features of electricity market gives 
raise of abilities for the players to abuse the balance or to alter the electricity price to a more 
profitable for selling. We will focus on the process of abusing market equilibrium by the 
suppliers in later sections. The ability to abuse market equilibrium by the suppliers is known 
as market power.  
 
Market power is one of the main concerns related to the restructuring and deregulated 
electricity market. Prior to the deregulation, the markets were seen exercised by Vertical 
Market Power, where markets were not transparent and trading was done bilaterally and on an 
over-the-counter (OTC) basis [1]. After liberalization of electricity markets, vertical 
integration was no more of concern, however, horizontal integration takes place to exploit 
market competition. Horizontal integration of producer means that producers curtailing their 
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output together implicitly or explicitly to gain a larger share in a market. Thus even in a 
liberalized market, for exercising market power the situation may arise where electricity price 
exceeds underlying marginal production costs and/or less output is produced.  Buyers 
consume at unfavorable price compare to the “perfectly competitive” market. Exercising 
market power, solely by the suppliers have anti-social effects, such as degradation of market 
efficiency, transfer of wealth from customer to producers and deadweight welfare loss where 
buyers pay more for the product than it costs to produce. One of the most common results of 
exercising market power is short term price spike in a spot market. Despite of spot market, the 
existence of market power may arise in day ahead markets, energy markets, auctions and 
markets for ancillary services. [2]. However, it is impractical to rely on a electricity market 
with perfect competition where suppliers who will bid according to their marginal costs, 
hence perfect competition is theoretical paradigm, does not really exist in real electricity 
market. Thus policy makers and stakeholders have created the notion of “workable” 
competition as a realistic goal rather than perfect competition as such the producers may 
exercise arguable market power and price may exceed marginal cost of production [3]. It is to 
mention that there is a significant difference between firms or producers having market power 
and exercising market power to achieve higher profit. Producers may possess market power 
by the virtue of its production size and geographical location.  It is difficult to distinguish 
between high electricity price due to scarcity or due to exercise of market power with or 
without generations and transmission networks constraints, especially in a load pocket. 
Locational Market Power (LMP) of generation companies is a common result in a market 
situation where congestions cause related scarcity of generating capacities in congested areas 
[4] and the specific areas are separated from the rest of the market for transmission network 
constraints (outage or reaching  thermal limit) and generator outages (forced or planned). 
Market power exercise leads inefficient market however, random and frequent market power 
exercise by the suppliers may be considered by the ISO as a signal for expansion of the 
existing capacity in electrical power market.  
 

1.2. Thesis Objective 

The objective of the thesis is to investigate deterministic and probabilistic market power 
abilities of suppliers in a market considering physical constraints (transmission and 
generation) of the system. The proposed method is termed as Transmission-Constrained 
Pivotal Supplier Index (TC-PSI), which will explore market power issues due to merging 
effect of a constrained system and in different contingency states of the system. 

1.3. Definition of Market Power  

The market power is the ability to “profitably” alter the price away from the competitive 
levels (Mas-Collel et al. 1995, 383) [2]. It can be exercised mainly by the producers, but it is 
also possible for the large customers to affect the electricity market by exercising its market 
power (monophonic customer). Here in this report, we will only discuss about the ability of 
producers to exercise their market power.   
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However, the concept of profitability according to the economists can be highly misleading 
when it comes to a special commodity such as “electricity” such as a producer could alter 
(increase or decrease) the price to an extent for a significant amount of time to achieve a long 
run profit. It can be a lower price to cut down the number of competitors (producers) from the 
market or to create a barrier for entry of new competitors. So, Department of Justice (DOJ, 
1997) and Federal Trade Commission (FERC) of U.S. define market power as “The ability 
profitably to maintain prices above competitive levels for a significant period of time” [2]. In 
[3] define the market power and period can be “even a little and even for a few minutes”. 
These definitions are used and supported by many experiences and theoretical works, and thus 
carefully worded as a good technical definition on a new report, State of the Markets 2000 as 
follows: 

“Market power is defined as the ability to withhold capacity or services, to foreclose input 
markets, or to raise rival firms’ (competitors’) costs in order to increase prices to consumers 
on a sustained basis without related increase in cost or value.” (FERC 2000a) 

FERC definition suggested that market power is an exercise that is unlawful to raise the rival 
firms’ cost and by January 2002, they revised the definition and included the concept of 
raising competitors’ cost such as “maintaining or creating monopoly”. However, it has 
omitted the concept of profitability and the competitive price of the market. In [5], the 
shortcoming of FERC’s market power definition has been described as follows: “FERC does 
not appear to have a clear definition of market power, has not defined the empirical indicia it 
will use to measure the presence and the extent of market power,….[and], how much market 
power is too much to satisfy market its obligations to ensure that wholesale electricity prices 
are just and reasonable,…” (2001) [5] 

1.4. Types of Market Power 

Generally three types of market power have been discussed so far by economists, namely- 
vertical market power, horizontal market power and spatial market power. 
 

1.4.1. Vertical Market Power  
 

 In a vertical integrated market, where a company with a control over more than a single 
activity, such as generation, transmission and/or distribution, and consequently has the ability 
to unbalance the market equilibrium by making the power price at a monopoly level. A 
supplier may charge its customer with higher power price, since the customer is unable to 
choose its supplier in a vertical integrated market. However, after the deregulation of 
electricity market, ISOs take over the independent operations of the transmission system 
mitigates the vertical market power. And hence in a liberalized electricity market the main 
focus is on horizontal market power.  
 

1.4.2. Horizontal Market Power 
 

In this market, when a supplier merge or colludes with other suppliers in a market, to act more 
or less like a monopolist, is known as horizontal market power. The aim of a horizontal 
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market power exerciser is to gain a larger share in a market to gain the ability to alter the 
power price to a more favorable one, or create barrier to entry for the new suppliers.  
 

1.4.3. Nodal Market Power 
 

An electricity market can be sub-divided for the transmission limitation in the system. 
Therefore, it may possible for a generation company to possess different market power at 
different nodes and under different load and operating conditions if the company has several 
generators in different positions. This is known as nodal marker power. Strategic interaction 
between these generators can intentionally create transmission congestion to separate a part of 
market and act like a monopoly supplier. This congestion could be created by transmitting 
cheap power from one side of the transmission lines and withholding generation on another 
side, e.g., in a load pocket to gain locational market power (LMP).  
 

1.5. Perfect vs. Workable Competition  

In a perfectly competitive market [6] -  

• Each firm sets its price at the level of its marginal costs to maximise its profits  
• If a firm sets a price above the price of other firms it sells nothing  
• If a firm sets a price below the other firms’, it will have to supply all of the market 

demand for the product  
• If a firm charges less than marginal costs, it will fail to break even for that unit of 

output  

• Under perfect competition, marginal revenue equals price and each firm is a price 
taker 

• A vast number of buyers and sellers of the same, homogeneous product  

• Perfect mobility of people and resources, 
• Profit-maximising behaviour by producers, welfare-maximising behaviour by 

consumers 
• Perfect knowledge by all buyers and sellers of all relevant present and future 

conditions in all markets 
• Absence of externalities 

 

In a workable competitive market [7] –  

• The concept of workable competition emerged from literature (Clark, 1940):  
– “a market where competition is not perfect but allows the different buyers and 

sellers to choose between a sufficient number of alternatives” or 
– “workable competition can be defined as the persistent absence of players with 

market power” 
• Price is higher than marginal production costs where suppliers may be allowed to use 

limited arguable market power, i.e., firms are price makers 
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• Number of suppliers are limited 

• Differences between suppliers are not large 
• Barrier to entry is limited 

• Switching costs are low 
• Workable knowledge by all buyers and sellers of all relevant present and future 

conditions in all markets 
 

1.6. Why Market Power 

Though it is not illegal to have market power for a supplier unless it has been exercised by the 
supplier. Once suppliers exercise market power through different strategies, the price goes up 
and all the producers gain higher revenue for their production. Some producers may bid 
higher than their marginal costs of production. They could bid up to the level of the next level 
expensive producer if they are certain that their bid would be accepted. Even a smaller 
producer could be able to exercise market power by withholding some of its output to bring 
the next expensive firm in to operation, and thus set the power price according to the last 
accepted bid for the last MW supply. When a producer withholds its production, but this 
action does not lead the power price go up, the producer may profit from the lower operation 
costs for generating lower output.  

In other case, monopolistic market player may also lower the electricity price such as to cut 
down the number of participants in market. Thus gain a larger share and barrier to the entry of 
new participants. Moreover they could collude with another firm(s) to gain larger share to act 
like a monopolist, i.e., gaining horizontal market power by merging two or more firms 
together.  

1.7. Electricity as a Commodity 

There are some special characteristics of electricity that makes it different from other 
commodities. These considerations make it simpler for market players to abuse market power. 
The technical characteristics of electricity are given below [6]: 

• Power flows follow the laws of physics (Kirchhoff’s law and impedance of the 
network) and can be different in different nodes for generation shifting factor (GSF)  

• Transport of electricity is constrained (congestion) when thermal limit(s) of a 
transmission line or a corridor of transmission lines reach(es).  

• Power generation is constrained (ramping rate, black start capabilities, environmental 
factors) 

• Storage is extremely limited and expensive  

• Demand varies each second and need to be balanced instantaneously  
• Product cannot be directed to specific customer 

• Variation of demand leads variation of marginal producers which lead to variation in 
marginal costs 
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1.8. Typical Reason for Market Power 

In the introduction part, the overall reasons for exercising market power are discussed. Here 
in this section, the typical reasons for market power have been pointed out [6][7]: 

• Transmission constraints and market fragmentation 
• High degree of concentration  

• Inelastic demand  
• Peak demand conditions and instantaneous balancing 

• Strong national incumbents 
• Joint capital control of generation and transmission capacities  
• Gaps in market arrangements  

 

1.9. Strategies for Exercising Market Power 

Not all the electricity markets are same with respect to their sizes, number of participants 
(market concentration) or demand characteristics. However, in this section the strategies of 
exercising horizontal market power by suppliers will be discussed. 

1.9.1. Quantity Withholding Strategy 
 

Quantity withhold is defined as the difference in quantity (MW) that would be produced by 
competitive suppliers at a monopolistic price and the amount of production in a real 
(monopolistic) market and production in an imperfect (real or monopolistic) market. Suppose, 
a producer would produce 100 MWh energy in a competitive market for $3000, however, the 
producer in monopolistic market for the same price would like to produce 80 MWh. Thus the 
quantity withheld by the producer �∆��� is (100-80) 20 MWh. The quantity withholding 
strategy is demonstrated in Figure 1.1 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1.1 The strategy of withholding and price-quantity outcome [3] 
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In Figure 1.2, the marginal equilibrium price, �∗ and demand �∗ has been found at the cross 
point of competitive demand and competitive supply. However, due to quantity withheld ∆�� 
by the producer, the competitive supply curve has been changed and new price-quantity cross 
found at monopolist equilibrium point with monopolist market price �� and quantity that 
produced is��. At this new price, if it was happened to be a competitive market, the quantity 
produced by the producer would be�∗����. Hence by the definition above, quantity withheld 
of the producer (∆��) is equal to�∗���� − ��. This action can take the form of a high bid, 
shutting down or reducing output of a plan or curtailing its output. The price gap between the 
marginal cost of competitive suppliers �∗��� supplying market quantity��, and the actual 
price in the monopolistic equilibrium �� (i.e.,	�∗(�) − ��) is termed as the markup 
price,	∆��.  

1.9.2. Bidding Strategy 
 

This is another strategy for the suppliers for exercising market power where suppliers bid 
their supply higher than the marginal costs of production so that the market clearing price will 
be higher. Even if the supplier’s bid is not accepted, the supplier will not produce any output 
and thereby withhold its production from the market and have the same withholding effect on 
the market as mentioned above, thus exercising market power.  
In a typical electricity market where energy and reserve prices are forecasted in every half an 
hour period of the following day, the generators may change their offers 2 hours prior to 
dispatch. Thus these generators are in a position to bid strategically considering rivals’ 
outputs and all available market data (data for planned outage and major constraints are made 
available in advance in markets) are constant [8]. Clearly generators bidding strategically may 
have the intension not to bid according to the marginal cost of production, but the mean or 
average costs of production so as to cover the fixed costs of the firms. In an oligopoly market 
these bidding strategy of the generators (quantity and price) may continue up to market 
equilibrium point where generators do not profit any more than they could by bidding higher 
price or quantity.    
 

1.10. Consequences of Market Power 

The major consequence of exercising market power in any liberalized market is increasing the 
power price that exceeds underlying marginal production costs where buyer pay more than it 
costs to produce. Moreover, less output would be produced compared to a “perfectly 
competitive” market. The performance (efficiency) of any electricity market is measured by 
its “social welfare”. It is a summation of producer surplus and consumer surplus, shown in 
[1]. In other words, the total surplus is the total consumer value minus total production cost 
[3]. Total surplus reaches its maximum at competitive equilibrium in a perfectly competitive 
market and known to be an efficient market. In competitive market the marginal value of the 
consumption is equal to the marginal cost of production. However, in a real market with a 
limited competition and monopolistic equilibrium, when suppliers are price maker, this social 
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welfare reduces as total surplus depends on competition, is a symptom of uncompetitive 
industry and can lower market efficiency. 

However, it is to remember that electricity is special commodity that allows the participants to 
have the market power even for a small amount depending on price elasticity of demand, 
market concentration, ease of market entry and market mechanism. It is true that market 
power does not exist in forward market and in bilateral trading. However, if the high price 
spike due to exercise of market power persists very often in a market, it may give producers 
the incentive to exercise more market power to raise market price more consistently [7]. The 
social consequence of exercising market power are increasing profits for the producers which 
lead transfer of wealth from customer to producer (we are discussing market power exercised 
by producers, not by customer which is termed as monopsony market power) and deadweight 
welfare loss [3].   

Transfer of wealth, as shown as an area in Figure 1.2, is the multiplication of price increase 
from �∗ to �� times the monopolistic demand ��. In the opinion of various economists, this is 
an especial consideration as it has potential impact on customers’ health, safety and economic 
consequences. Deadweight welfare loss on the other hand, is a measure of market efficiency 
that is represented by the area between demands that responding monopoly power price and 
the demand that would be found if it would be a competitive market [3]. This area is a loss of 
benefit to the customers and increase profit for the producer in a way that they could increase 
profit for the sold energy over the reduced amount of power they have produced (i.e., if they 
have profited more than they have lost revenue from the reduced production). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 
 

Figure 1.2 Transfer of wealth and deadweight welfare loss by the exercise of market power 
[3] 

 

However, higher power price does not necessarily be the only result of market power 
existence, it can also be lower quantity or quality of product or service compared to what 
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price but by reducing their outputs and costs, consequently. Nevertheless, barrier to the entry 
for new participants also indicates the possibility of market power existence. 

1.11. Transmission Constraints  
 
The transmission constraint is a physical (finite) limit of transmission lines’ capacity for the 
transmission of power [10]. Transmission lines can be congested depending on generation and 
demand structure as well as the outage (generation or transmission lines) and the system 
outage. In power system, there are mainly three types of constraints in transmission network, 
namely thermal, voltage and stability constraints. Thermal constraint of a transmission line 
relates to its thermal capacity. If thermal constraint persists in transmission line, that could 
lead to destruction of several transmission lines even whole transmission network. Voltage 
constraint is caused locally by insufficient MVAr reserve in the system resulting voltage 
deviation and even collapse. It is related to reactive power flow of the network and hence, 
would not be discussed in this paper. Transient stability constraint deals with synchronism 
among generators after a disturbance in a system and dynamic stability deals with steady state 
oscillation between generators connected through weak transmission lines are therefore out of 
focus of this paper. 
 
In general transmission constraints divide an electricity market into regions due to the 
capacity deficit of a transmission line (or a set of lines in a “corridor”) and bring the 
possibility to exercise locational market power (LMP) for suppliers as the market will be 
monopolistic [7]. Any monopolistic supplier in that region that has a limited ability to import 
cheap energy will gain market power. According to [11], in three different ways transmission 
constraints can present market power possibilities. Firstly (most commonly as well), suppliers 
in the separated region in a market, as in a load pocket, will gain higher concentration for 
market share for less competition, and thereby may withhold quantity of production to  alter 
the price away from the competitive level to profit better. This strategy is also known to be 
“radial congestion” that refers a simple configuration where there are no loops between the 
areas and in which a transmission line or set of transmission lines in a “corridor” is filled to its 
thermal limit in a situation where energy is imported from cheap region to expensive regions 
[7]. Thus a separate monopoly market is created. In second situation of transmission 
congestion, a supplier having strategic geographical position in a network may possess market 
power. Such a supplier can involve in interactions of controlling generations in different parts 
of the network to exert an effect on pricing such as to gain short term profit. The supplier can 
intentionally create network congestion to make a load pocket by generating strategically, i.e., 
generating more at one location below the marginal cost of production to limit the access of 
the competitors. The result of this strategic behavior is having monopoly and raising the 
power price for the supplier’s generators situated in the load pocket created. This method of 
exercising market power is also known as exploitation of network externalities. The third 
opportunity of exercising market power is in a generation pocket that may arise by curtailing 
generators output or withhold output strategically to decongest a line (such as in counter 
trading), depriving the transmission operator from the congestion revenues [11].  
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1.12. Conclusion 
 
The electrical power producers are prone to exercise market power for the special 
characteristic of electricity market, even after the deregulation. These bring insolvencies in 
market operation. To identify and mitigate market power abuses assessment and evolution, 
there are a lot of indices and methods found in electricity markets. Further, these indices and 
methods are categorized Ex-Ante and Ex-Post methods as well as behavioral and structural 
indices and simulation methods [2]. Ex-Ante methods identify market power existences and 
their behavior- such as price caps, bidding restrictions, or price manipulation of electricity 
markets. On the other hand, Ex-Post methods detect and control market power abuses through 
the prospect of investigations of harmful conducts, after-the-fact mitigation, and financial 
punishment (e.g., fines, damage payments, etc.). The scope of this study is to investigate Ex-
Ante of market power possibility by supplier in a congested market situation by a new market 
power index, namely Transmission constrained - Pivotal Supply Index (TC-PSI). Before 
going in to further details about the index, it is necessary to have a glance of pros and cons of 
the indices used to identify market power existence at present electricity market, in next 
chapter. 
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2  

Market Power Indicators 
 

2.1.  Introduction  

In this chapter, some ex-ante market power indices will be discussed. The purpose of these 
indices is to find the potential generators who have the ability to alter the price away from the 
competitive level. These assessments historically lead electricity market for restructuring and 
mitigating vertical market power issues. It gives, on the other hand, comprehensive market 
studies for the regulatory commissions to assess the presence of horizontal market power and 
localized market power in a market. Regulatory commissions may have the ability to a quick 
screen test of the market power and check even a minimum existence of market power 
through these indices. However, not always these market power indicators successfully 
indicate the presence of market power, nor the market power indications of these indices are 
always true; especially under the consideration of physical limitation (i.e. capacity 
constraints) of electricity market. Thus, there are some factors those should be considered 
while assessing the market power existence, such as [9] – market share, market concentration, 
demand elasticity, the amount and distribution of excess capacity, type of contract 
arrangements, ease and/or barrier to market entry, process of setting market clearing price and 
the transmission system.  
 
2.2.  Market Power Analysis Approach  

There are three analysis approaches for investigating market power existence in a market, 
based on the following aspects [6]- 

• Structural Analysis 
– HHI, PSI, RSI, MRS, NMRS, TC-PSI 

• Behavioral Analysis 
– PCMI, LI 

• Simulation Models (Oligopoly Models) 
– Cournot, Bertrand, SFE  

 
2.2.1. Structural Analysis 

If one power supplier is large enough, over the other suppliers in a power market, to have an 
effect on the power price, then the larger supplier will have the incentive to alter the price to a 
favorable one to profit more. It may be done by restricting its output or raising its offer price 
on marginal units in order to raise the market clearing price [9]. Nevertheless, a supplier with 
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substantial share to the market may collude its output with other supplier’s under mutual 
considerations to ultimately gain a larger share to the market and hence have the ability to 
exercise horizontal market power. By collusion with potential competitors, the suppliers can 
strengthened their market power by creating a larger share and by the elimination of 
competitors from the market. A market is prone to horizontal merging or collusion of 
suppliers, when it have been observed trends of frequently repeated auction for power under 
similar demand and supply condition. In this case, supplier may have intimate knowledge of 
rival’s immediate actions and operating costs, as discussed in [9]. For example, England and 
Wales (E&W) pool is a highly concentrated market, and has two dominant suppliers, National 
Power and PowerGen. The suppliers have an intimate knowledge about load demand and 
rival’s actions, so they have selectively withdrawn their capacity during peak period and 
increased the price [9]. Thus, the first step to assess market competitiveness among the 
suppliers is to evaluate the market structure in terms of suppliers’ shares and concentrations, 
as knowing the degree of concentration provides the fast and useful information on how to 
mitigate the market power issue [9]. Some widely used index for structural and behavioral 
assessments of a market are given below: 
 
2.2.1.1. Herfindahl-Hirschman Index (HHI) 
 
The HHI is the most common and simplest structural measurement of market concentration 
that measures the number and the inequality of participants with respect to their production 
shares in a market [26]. The HHI is defined as the summation of squares of market shares of 
all the suppliers in a market [26]. 

�� = � ���
�

���
 

Here N is the number of participants and  �� is the ith participant’s market share in percentage. 
The HHI has been used by FERC for screening the effect of horizontal merging of suppliers 
on system market power [26]. The HHI approaches zero when a market consists of a large 
number of suppliers of relatively equal size (e.g. in a perfectly competitive market). On the 
other hand, HHI is equal to10000 in a perfectly monopoly market when one company supplies 
all the demand in a market.  

Table 2.1 Illustration of HHI values in terms of market concentration 
HHI Value Market Concentration 

HHI = 0 Perfectly competitive 
0 < HHI < 1000 Workably competitive 

1000 < HHI < 1800 Moderately concentrated 
1800 < HHI Highly concentrated 
HHI = 10000 Full monopoly 
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2.2.1.2. Entropy Co-efficient (E)  
 

Entropy coefficient is another index for assessing market concentration based on the market 
shares of the suppliers. This index is calculated as follows: 

� = � �� ∗ ���� � 1���
�

���
 

= − � �� ∗ ������
�

���
 

Here N is the number of participants and  �� is the ith participant’s market share in number 
between 0 and 1. The value of E is 0 when market is full monopoly and increases nonlinearly 
when market is competitive [13][14]. It contains the similar advantages and disadvantages as 
HHI, but in this index, it is difficult to establish a threshold or value which below or above 
market power exists [2][15].  
 
2.2.1.3. Pivotal Supplier Indicator (PSI)  
 
The PSI is an index that examines whether a firm’s (a supplier or generator) output is 
necessary (pivotal) in serving the demand. This index is calculated as the difference between 
total supply of the market and its demand. The outcome of this assessment is whether PSI is 
equal to 0 or 1, where 1 means that the supplier’s output is necessary to serve the load, and 
hence the firm or generator is pivotal. On the other hand if PSI is 0, the firm is not pivotal [8].  
 
A pivotal supplier i has a complete control over the market clearing price, and it can set the 
price much higher than the competitive market price. However, unlike to Residual Supplier 
Index (RSI), as PSI is a binary calculation of market power assessment, it does not reveal the 
degree of potentiality of firm i having market power (i.e. how much the supplier or firm i use 
market power to make significant profit).  
 
2.2.1.4. Residual Supplier Indicator (RSI) 
 
The RSI is similar to PSI except for it assesses firm’s likelihood in having market power in 
percentage, but not in binary form. The RSI has been calculated as follows: 
 

��� = ��  � −
�

���
 �! /# ∗ 100% 

 
Here, N is the total number of suppliers in the market,  � is the total supply of the market,  � 
is the supply of ith supplier and D is the total demand of the market. A ��� score of less than 
100% reveals of having market power of ith supplier as being pivotal. The overall RSI score 
of a market for a period of time is the summation of all ��� in a market and according to 
California ISO (CAISO) Department of Market Analysis, an overall RSI score of 120% - 
150% is an indicator of reasonable competitive market [16]. 
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The market power indicators mentioned above (in sections 2.2.1.1 – 2.2.1.5), are commonly 
accepted measure that is used as a rule of thumb to “screen test” of market concentration. HHI 
considers market shares of all the firms in a market. It gives proportionately greater weight to 
the market share of larger suppliers [9]. These tools, specially HHI has played a prominent 
role in evaluating the effect of the electricity suppliers merging. However, the HHI method 
does not have any theory to support. Moreover, HHI and E do not consider also the behavioral 
assessment of suppliers, in a market with low concentration. A firm having smaller share of a 
market, or by having share or merging in another strategic point of a system can affect the 
market clearing price with different behavioral strategy, however, these methods is unable to 
consider these assessments. These are static measurements of market power while electricity 
market is a very dynamic situation of system operating conditions such as loads or operating 
constraints are binding. The analysis of these tools do not reflect the effect of demand 
elasticity on market power. It is assumed that when the demand is high, then the suppliers will 
gain higher market power. It could be for either of these reasons – higher production costs 
will automatically raise the electricity price or the suppliers could bid higher for the extra 
production. All these methods fail to consider style of competition, forward contracting in 
electricity market and geographical extent of the market are not considered in HHI these 
analyses [3], nor even consider the effect of transmission constraints on market power. Ease 
of entry of barrier to entry into a market is not directly captured [9]. Overall, the suppliers 
with higher production capacity would be assumed to have higher market power, but if this 
capacity is relatively high cost by the virtue of different generation resources or specific 
geographic factors, then their share could be less than its capacity in a market and/or marginal 
production cost is high enough without exercising market power. So, these tools should 
consider a supplier’s true competitive positions, but not to overestimate its market share. 

 
2.2.1.5. Must Run Ratio (MRR) 
 
So far, the indices which are discussed above do not consider the possibility to abuse market 
power in congestion (transmission or generation) situations. In this context, the Must Run 
Ratio (MRR) is an index that is used to identify market power for generators in a situation 
where transmission constraint is a binding. The MRR of a generator company (Genco) or a 
supplier is defined as the percentage of the maximum available capacity that must be provided 
to supply a given load in a congestion zone [26].  The MRR of a supplier A can be calculated 
as follows: 

&��' = �( − �) − 	∑ �+,,./0 − ∑ �+,,./0
�1,2
���

�1
���
∑ �+,,./0
�1,2
���

 

 
Here, �) is the import limit of the zone, �+,,./0 is the maximum generation of the generators in 

the zone, 3+ is the number of generators in the zone, and 3+,' is the number of generators 

owned by supplier A in the zone and �( is the total load of the zone. According to the 
calculation, if MRR of a supplier i is greater than zero, then the supplier is likely to have 
market power. Thus the MRR provides useful market power signals in a congestion zone in 
which one transmission line or a set of lines in a “corridor” is filled by its limits for exporting 
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power form low cost region to high cost region. However, the MRR has a limitation to 
connect market power of supplier with its effect on price increase, because the supplier in 
different congestion zone may have the same MRR but possesses different market power due 
to having different market shares. It can be shown in Table below [26]: 
 

Table 2.2 Market share vs. MRR of a supplier 
Congestion 

area 
Total 

demand 
(MW) 

Maximum 
import 
(MW) 

Other 
suppliers’ 
production 

(MW) 

Supplier 
i’ s 

production 
(MW) 

Market 
share of 

supplier i 

&��� 

Zone A 3000 1000 1700 300 10% 100% 

Zone B 1000 200 500 300 30% 100% 
 
Thus, from the market situation mentioned above, it is evident that even if the supplier i has 
the same MRR in the two congested zone A and B, it has different shares (10% and 30% 
respectively), and therefore possesses different market power which has not been addressed in 
MRR methodology. Nonetheless, it is an indication of abusing market power by a group of 
generators in a congested zone which is not directly connected with the price increase due to 
exercising market power by a specific generator or GenCo. 
 
2.2.1.6. Must-Run Share (MRS) 
 
However, to represent the effect of load variation on market power, another market power 
index Must-Run Share (MRS) is accounted in [26]. It also reflects the generation and 
transmission constraints issues in a market similar to the MRR index. The MRS is defined as 
the minimum market share of a generator or a supplier in a market to supply a given market 
load, as follows: 

&��4 = ��45678
�9  

Here, �9 is the total demand and ��45678 is the minimum capacity of the generator k (must 
run generation) to supply the proportion of load �9. The must run generation, ��45678 for 
generator k is an optimization problem solved by linear programming as follows: 
 min ��4                              ….. (1) =. ?. @AB�+ − �9C = 0         ….. (2) 0 ≤ �+ ≤ �+,5EF        ….. (3) −�),5EF ≤ GB�+ − �9C ≤ �),5EF .... (4) 
 
Here @A is the transpose of vector of all ones, �+ is the generator’s dispatch vector, �9 is the 

demand vector, �),5EF is the line limit vector and G is the distribution factor [5]. Here equality 
constraint is denoted by power balance equation (2) and inequality constraints are equations 
(3) and (4) which denote generation output limit and transmission line limit, respectively. A 
generator or a supplier k is said to have market power if &��4 is larger than zero. A power 
market with generators having MRS equals zero is considered as perfectly competitive market 
and equals 100 in monopoly market. However, it is common to have small shares of 
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generators in a market to support the total consumption, making MRS value more than zero, 
thus it is important to add the notion “workable competition” with a significant range of 
values in MRS methodology. Here, the must run share of a generator is to support the 
wholesale energy market. However, a generator may produce a part of its must run generation 
which is sold or bought as “future”, and hence must not be mistaken by considering pivotal 
supplier for that part of production. Furthermore, wholesale market has stochastic nature as 
for consumption variation, and system constraints. Therefore it would be very optimistic to 
rely on the deterministic result of MRS to assess market power ability of suppliers. 
 
2.2.1.7. Nodal Must-Run Share (NMRS) 

 
Furthermore, MRS index fails to consider locational market power (LMP) for geographical 
difference of supplier due to transmission constraints. A generation company may own 
different market power at different nodes under different load and transmission conditions [5]. 
Thus, it is more meaningful to investigate nodal market power than system market power. In 
this end, Nodal Must-Run Share (NMRS) is introduced to represent the geographical 
difference of market power, which applies MRS in each load bus [26]. The NMRS is defined 
as the minimum capacity of a must-run generator k that must be provided to support the load 
in node i, as the percentage of the total load at the same node [5]. The NMRS index can be 
expressed as follows: 

3&��4,� = ��4,�5678
�H� 								I = 1,2,3, …	 , 3 

 
Here, ��4,�5678 is the minimum capacity delivered by generator k to the node i where i is the 

number of nodes in a power system and �H� is the load at node i. This index is a useful 
method to evaluate market share in loop or meshed transmission congestions where it is 
difficult to measure generators’ contribution to certain transmission congestion.  
 
Similar to MRS index, the generator is said to have market power relating to a specific node 
when 3&��4,� is larger than zero and generator is a monopoly for specific load bus or node 

when 3&��4,� is 100 percent. Thus, the 3&�� method provides useful information for the 

system operator (ISO) in case of market power existence or exercise by any supplier to 
provide load under different contingency states in a specific load bus or in a node. The ISO 
then can take initiatives to increase market efficiency. However, the 3&�� values range 
should be defined to consider “workable competition” in power market under specific nodes 
in a system.  
 
Nodal market power assessment is simple and fast measurement of market power assessment 
of a electricity market as a whole to have a quick glimpse where the system contains complex 
meshed network. As in the case of MRS indicator, this NMRS tool is also a static 
measurement of dynamic power system. This is however, not an efficient market power 
prediction tool for specific generator, nor even a tool to indicate market power ability for 
group of generators on the exporting region of a congested zone. Market concentration in 
electricity markets is not a simple, sustained but rather a fluid, changing condition [7]. Hence, 
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in assessing market concentration, it is perhaps more appropriate to talk about the probability 
of market concentration. In this sense, Expected Nodal Must-Run Share (ENMRS) has been 
used and defined as mentioned below.  
 
2.2.1.8. Expected Nodal Must-Run Share (ENMRS) 
 
In order to counter the problem to solve deterministic case by case state of a dynamic power 
system in NMRS indicator, the concept of ENMRS has been elevated. In a system 
congestions may arise as a consequence of true operation failure or planned maintenance 
outages as well as strategic behavior from the suppliers in a market. Hence, in order to 
address these phenomenons on nodal power market, numbers of contingency states are 
considered and probabilistic techniques are used to determine NMRS and measure the 
probability for each contingency state.  
  
Consider a power system with n independent components among which m components are 
failed to be operated. Then the s system states, the state probability will be: 
 

M7 = N O� × N Q�
R

��5S�

5

���
 

Where, Q� and O� are the availability and unavailability of the components i. After the NMRS 
and the probability if of each state are determined, the ENMRS is calculated as followed:  
 

�3&��',� = � M7 ×
�T

7��
3&��',�7  

Where 3U is the number of failure contingencies (availability) considered in the system [26]. 
The probabilistic studies of NMRS can be particularly important to evaluate nodal market 
power. Suppose in normal state, a generator does not seems to have any nodal market power, 
but could have large nodal market power in another contingency state (where any 
transmission line or wind generator is unavailable) within the same system. 
 
2.2.2. Behavioral Analysis 

It is evident from many literatures in power systems [3]-[6],[26], that the suppliers in  
electricity markets may possess significant market power even if the the markets are not 
concentrated. A non pivotal supplier in a market may gain market power under specific 
network configuration where transmission congestion is a binding. It is thus very important to 
assess suppliers’ strategic behaviors to study market power possibilities, where suppliers bid 
for their supply more than the competitive price in a market.  

2.2.2.1. Lerner Index (LI) and Price-Cost Marginal Index (PCMI)  
Suppose a monopoly market have a power price, P, which is greater than the competitive 
price and the marginal costs of production, MC, then the common measure of the difference is 
this price cost margin, is termed as Lerner Index (LI). If a supplier’s marginal cost of 
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production at its actual level of output is MC, and the market price is P, then the Lerner Index 
(VF) is defined by  

VF = 	 � − &W
�  

Theoretically, a supplier has gained market power if VF is greater than zero. Unlike in the HHI 
concept, the VF analysis takes into consideration the demand responsiveness, i.e., when the 
demand is more elastic, any supplier will gain less market power as will gain more when 
demand is not sensitive. In [3], the elasticity of demand, e, has been related to the Lerner 
Index (VF) as the Lerner Index is inversely proportional to the elasticity of demand as follows: 

VF =	� −&W
� = =�

@  

=� =
 �
�  

Here, =� and  � are the share and the generation of supplier i, respectively � is the total 
generation. The average Lerner Index in terms of HHI is given as [3]:  

VF =	��@  

Where,    

�� = �=��
�

�
	 

The Price Cost Marginal Index (PCMI) is modified Lerner Index and is defined as follows: 

�W& = 	� − &W
&W  

The PCMI is used as a proxy for gauging market power by examining how much the actual 
price observed deviates from the MC, due to market power in the market. The higher the 
deviation, the higher the market power ability gained by the supplier [4]. 
 
These two indices are behavioral analysis of market power, better than concentration 
approach of market power analysis, for considering demand responses. However, since it is 
very difficult to determine MC, especially in case of hydroelectric power suppliers, these 
index does not have much practical value. Nonetheless, the VF index does not or seldom 
consider geographical difference of market power and transmission congestion in the system. 
 
2.2.3. Simulation Models (Oligopoly Models) Analysis 

There are several oligopoly equilibrium models available, which explicitly models the 
strategic behavior of supplier. The most common models of them are Cournot model, 
Bertrand model and Supply Function Equilibrium (SFE) model.  
 
2.2.3.1. Cournot Equilibrium Model  

Cournot model explains the role of a supplier’s market share in relation to gain market power 
[3]. The Cournot equilibrium model provides a general approach for analyzing market 
equilibrium state in the oligopoly when the market players are non-collusive. In the Cournot 
model, suppliers decide their profit maximizing supply quantities with considering that other 
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competitors (i.e. rivals) will not alter their outputs at the same time, and market clearing price 
is then determined by the quantity-price cross in a supply-demand curve. It has been observed 
from extensive research [1][3][9] that the optimum outcome of the model is so called “Nash 
equilibrium” of the oligopoly market where no supplier can rationally bid for more supply 
quantities to gain a larger share in the market. As discussed in [23], the Cournot equilibrium 
model has been adopted to find out the profit maximizing outcome of generators, considering 
DC and AC power flow equations of the studied system. The results has been studied in case 
by case system, with simulating transmission congestion in the system. The inherent 
weakness of the Cournot model is that, in general, generators are not in total control of their 
real-time output (i.e. output may vary in time) and ramping rates are not considered and need 
further investigation to apply this model for larger systems [23].   

2.2.3.2. Bertrand Equilibrium Model 

This is similar approach of oligopoly market model, but in this model supplier bids its 
production cost considering its rival bids will not be altered at the same time. This model 
deals with pricing strategy of the suppliers. In the Bertrand Model, it is assumed that if all  
suppliers in an oligopoly market provide supply bids for its optimum generation, and if there 
is no capacity constraints, then the optimum power price will be equal to the competitive 
power price, i.e.  marginal cost of the production. An important limitation of the model is that 
the model considers any supplier can have better share in the market by bidding lower than its 
rivals and can expand its output to full generation capacity to meet the demand, but in fact, the 
marginal costs of production may increase with the increased output and generation capacities 
may present significant constraints [9]. It also ignores capacity constraints. Therefore, this 
model does not provide much useful information for electricity market analysis, specially for 
larger systems with large number of suppliers in the system. 

Both these models use game theory. The equilibrium point of these models is known as Nash-
equilibrium point. For duopoly or oligopoly with few suppliers, these models are efficient. 
However, since larger system commonly has large number of suppliers, these models use a lot 
of assumptions to achieve a single equilibrium point. These results may not truly represent the 
real electricity market. Moreover, the solution to the optimization problem could be non-
linear and non-convex, which may lead to non single solution for the system in study. Thus, 
simulation models produce inefficient market solution with respect to the mathematical 
burden for the computation.   

2.3. Conclusion 

The market power analysis approach based on market concentration has been proven 
insolvent to model fundamentals of abusing market power. However, an alternative market 
concentration measure is proposed in [18] with acknowledging the fact that the market power 
will depend not just on market concentration, but also on how demand varies relative to the 
degree of excess capacity, a forecast load and total available supply ratio (demand–supply 
ratio) where the New England market data is used for demonstration of the index. The  
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average markup, defined as the percent of a year that a dominant supplier can apply a price 
markup and the amount of the markup, is proposed as another alternative measure in [19]. 
 
On the other hand, equilibrium approach need to be more appropriate to apply in a large scale 
problem [9]. Many ex-ante market power analysis has been carried out in [20]-[22] regarding 
transmission congestion in the system. Few simulation methods (e.g. residual demand 
analysis in [8]) have also been constructed to calculate LI and other price sensitivity for 
market power assessment. Although it is difficult, if not possible to estimate generators 
marginal costs information, hedge contract position and other perfect market information, 
there are attempt of empirical analysis for market power ability based on bidding behavior as 
in PRI, MDI, revenue sensitivity etc. in [8], [12], [17], [27]-[29].   

Yet again, this paper is an attempt to analyze ex-ante market power exercise of generators, 
however without the information on bidding strategy for energy market or hedge position 
based on price information, but by following the supplier’s incentives to use the residual 
demand based on transmission network and strategic behavior as merging as a source of 
market power. This will be discussed on chapter 3 and chapter 4. 
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3  

Transmission constrained – 

Pivotal Supplier Indicator  

(TC-PSI) 

 
3.1. Introduction 
 
Electricity market is dynamic in nature where load and generation and transmission capacities 
vary between different intervals. Geographical locations of generators are also important for 
market power assessment. Considering market demand, supply and network conditions, a 
generator may be pivotal in its local zone or in the market as a whole. As for many of the 
market power indicators, as discussed in chapter two, like HHI, PSI, RSI, MRS etc., have the 
limitation to imply potential energy balance and transmission constraints to their observations.  
Even if some of them do, they require an ad-hoc or case by case determination of the 
geographical scope of this region of competition for each potential market case scenario [24]. 
Thus leads the computation tedious and unsuited for automation. In order to address these 
common drawbacks from conventional market power indicator, in [24] a market power  
indicator has been proposed, namely transmission-constrained pivotal supplier indicator (TC-
PSI) that could be easily automated to be computed over a large range of different market 
scenarios to acknowledge dynamic load flow, capacity deficiency of transmission lines and 
strategic behavior of producers considering PTDF [24]. Their proposed method had been 
applied to two case studies, including a 5-node model of the Australian National Electricity 
Market, NEM.  
 
3.2. Definition of TC-PSI 
 
TC-PSI measures the proportion of a generator’s generation of its unhedged capacity; whether 
it is significant to become a pivotal supplier. By definition, the generator has significant 
market power if the amount of production that is needed to withhold to become pivotal is 
smaller than its unhedged capacity; and if the amount is more than the generators unhedged 
capacity, the generator is said to have little market power. It can be expressed in percentage as 
follows [24]: 
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																																																					XW��8� =
Y8�∗ − �8�

W8� − �8�
																																																																						(3.1) 

Where, at time ?, W8� is the capacity of the generator, �8� is the hedge or forward contract level 

of the generator, and Y8�∗ is the minimum generation of the generator considering the energy 
balance and transmission constraints. This is a linear optimization problem can be expressed 
as follows (suffix ? has been omitted for ease of calculation) [24]:  
																									MinY�																																																																																																																															(3.2) 

Subject to 

�Y[ −�#[ = 0
[∈][∈]

											(Energy	balance	equation)																			 

� X)[Y[ ≤ k) + � X)[#[ ,							∀� ∈ V
[∈(n�

	
[∈]n�

	(Generic	constraints) 

 
     0 ≤ Y[ ,	 ∀q ∈ Y and Y[ ≤ W[ ,	   	∀q ≠ I                              (3.3) 
Where, Y is the set of all generator, # is the set of all loads, 3 is the reference node, V is the 
set of all transmission lines, X)[ is the power transfer distribution factor (PTDF) for the line � 
and node q and k) is the flow limit on line �. The calculation of TC-PSI is in percentage where 
larger the TC-PSI the greater the incentive on the generator to exercise market power [24]. 
 
3.3. Supporting Theories 
 
Moreover, the TC-PSI method could be supported by relating its measurement with other 
market power indices, such as RSI and NMRS [24]. Suppose, in a particular location of a 
market, a pivotal generator could optimize their production (minimize generation) as much as 
the other generators could not serve the total demand or import in the area, i.e., total demand-
total capacity of the area plus the capacity of the pivotal generator. The TC-PSI of the pivotal 
generator can then be calculated as follows [24]: 

																						XW��8� =
Y8�∗ − �8�

W8� − �8�
=	#8 − W88s8 + W8� − �8�

W8� − �8�
= 3&��8� 																																				(3.4) 

	                                                    
Where, #8 is the total load of the area, W88s8 is the total capacity of the generators of the area, 

W8� and �8� is the capacity and the hedge level of the generator in question. The nodal must run 
share (NMRS) in the above expression is the ratio of the minimum generation of the generator 
to the unhedged capacity of the said generator. The TC-PSI can be further related to RSI, 
knowing the fact that in an area RSI is the ratio of total capacity of the area minus the 
unhedged capacity of the generator to the total demand of the area, as follows [24]: 

																																								XW��8� = 3&��8� =	 #8
W8� − �8�

B1 − ��8�C																																												(3.5) 

3.4. Case Studies 
The TC-PSI method has been applied in three different case studies in the paper. The method 
has first been introduced in simple three bus system to show how it works, and then it will be 
applied in standard IEEE 30 Bus System and IEEE 300 Bus System. 
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 3.4.1. Simple Three Bus Example 

Consider a three bus system where the total demand is met by the total generation of the 
system, i.e. there is no generation capacity deficit (loss of load probability is zero). Suppose 
that the transmission lines are lossless and all three branches are connected to each other as 
Figure 3.1. Consider generator at bus 1 is a wind power plant with an average generation 
capacity as 75% of its full capacity and standard deviation of 15% of average generation 
capacity. 

 

Figure 3.1  Three bus meshed power system with lossless interconnected transmission lines 
 
According to the Kirchhoff’s law, the net power injection in any bus is equal to the sum of 
power flow from the bus. Consider bus 1 is the reference bus and voltage deviations of bus 
voltages are relatively very small (~zero) and the angle difference of power over a 
transmission line is comparatively small. Therefore, the power transmission on a transmission 
line is expressed as follows [27]: 

																																																															�Ev =
wE − wv
xEv 																																																																					(3.6� 

Where, xEv is the transmission line reactance between bus z and {, wE and wv is the voltage 
angles of z and { bus respectively. The line and bus data for a specific period t are given in 
Table 3.1. 

Table 3.1  Bus and Line Data of Three Bus Meshed Power System 

From 
bus 

To 

bus 

Line 
reactance (Ω) 

Power 
limit 

(MW) 

Generating 
bus 

Generator 
capacity 
(MW) 

Hedge level 
(MW) 

Load 
(MW) 

1 2 0.1667 100 1 300 0 70 

1 3 0.1667 100 2 300 0 240 

2 3 0.1667 100 3 300 0 140 

  
In HHI approach the three bus system is considered highly concentrated since the summation 
of all three generators’ shares�33.33� l 33.33� l 33.33� | 3333) is larger than 1800. 
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However, this measurement, as mentioned in chapter 2, does not consider the transmission 
congestion or load variation of the system. 
 
Moreover, in conventional market power index, such as PSI and RSI measurements, the total 
load of this system (450 MW for period t) could be considered to be served by any two of 
generator with a cumulative active power generation capacity of 600 MW, dispatching in 
merit order where the cheapest generator would be dispatched first. Thus without considering 
the transmission congestions, in the three bus system, no generator is pivotal for supporting 
the system load and hence PSI and RSI for all generators are zeros. However in real market, 
transmission lines’ capacities and PTDF should be considered as in the case of MRS, NMRS 
and ENMRS approach for which generator(s) could be pivotal even if there is no generation 
capacity deficit in the system.  PTDF is the relation between net power injection in a bus and 
power flow through the transmission lines, and for any system PTDF is a matrix of n-by- m 
where n is the number of branches in the system and m is the number of buses except for the 
reference bus (bus 1 in this example). So, for this example PTDF is 3-by-2 matrix. However, 
there is a significant difference in TC-PSI approach as compared to MRS, NMRS and 
ENMRS is that, TC-PSI approach considers a large range of scenarios with different loads 
and wind generation distribution with possibilities of transmission failures in the system, and 
measures the expected values of all the scenarios for generators in question. This issue will be 
discussed further in next chapter. 
 
To calculate the minimum generation level according to equation (3.2) of generators in TC-
PSI method is a linear optimization problem. In this paper, this optimization considering 
energy balance constraints and transmission constraints has been solved by Matlab in-line 
command “linprog”. For the simple three bus system, the solution is given in Table 3.2 as 
follows. 

Table 3.2 The TC-PSI calculation of simple 3 bus system 
Generator  Minimum 

generation 
(MW) 

PSI  

 

Transmission 
line (MW) 

Power 
flow 

(MW) 

TC-PSI (%)  

1 0 0 1 - 2 -17.68 0 

2 30 0 1 - 3 -41.09 13.3 

3 0 0 2 - 3 -23.41 0 

 
It reveals that from the Table 3.2, only generator at bus 2 has the potential to use market 
power to alter the power price profitably away from the competitive level proving 13.3% of 
its unhedged capacity (30 MW) to support the system load. It is important to notice that 
omitting the transmission constraints, the solution for PSI calculation would suggest no 

generator is pivotal, i.e., ��� = . �#8 − W88s8 + W8� − �8�� = 0 for each generator (non-
pivotal). Now consider the transmission capacities of all three branches are 50 MW, where all 
other parameters remain the same as in Table 3.1. Then the TC-PSI of three generators would 
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be as in Table 3.3. 
 

Table 3.3 The TC-PSI calculation of simple 3 bus system with 50 MW transmission limit 

Generator 
Minimum 
generation 

(MW) 

PSI 

 

Transmiss
ion line 
(MW) 

Power 
flow 

(MW) 
TC-PSI (%) 

1 0 0 1 - 2 -28.91 0 

2 139.22 0 1 - 3 -39.47 46.1 

3 41.38 0 2 - 3 -10.56 13.8 

 
The results from Table 3.3 reveal that when transmission capacity of a system is binding, the 
TC-PSI values for each generators increase significantly specially in load pockets. It is 
because the generator in question has to produce more to support its local load. This 
phenomenon illustrates the ability of a generator to set the price as high as the price cap. 
Nevertheless, if the generator 3 in this case has a minimum generation level for example 15% 
of its installed capacity below which the generator has no incentive to generate any power, 
then the generator is no longer pivotal and hence its TC-PSI will be zero. This is the same 
with wind generator where there is a minimum wind speed needed to produce electric power 
from the turbine, below which the generator’s capacity is not considered in the system. In 
addition to that, the wind generator has a cut-off power limit when wind speed is so high that 
the power output reaches the installed capacity. In both cases, the wind generator is assumed 
as non-pivotal as its capacity is not considered in TC-PSI calculation. Moreover, when 
transmission line between bus 1 and 3 has been disconnected due to disturbance in the system, 
the TC-PSI of all the pivotal generators increased, as shown in the Table 3.4.  
 
Table 3.4 The TC-PSI calculation of simple 3 bus system with 50 MW transmission limit and 

transmission failure between bus 1 and 3 
Generator  Minimum 

generation 
(MW) 

PSI  

 

Transmiss
ion line 
(MW) 

Power 
flow 

(MW) 

TC-PSI (%)  

1 43.93   0 1 - 2 -28.75 14.64 

2 144.49   0 1 - 3 0 47.84 

3 110.58 0 2 - 3 28.75 36.86 

 
 

3.4.2. Standard IEEE 30 Bus System 

The standard IEEE 30 bus system has 41 nodes and consider the system 12 generators located 
at 12 different generating buses. Consider also 4 of these buses have wind generators. The 
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total installed capacity of the generators is 1500 MW and for a given period total active 
demand is 904.6 MW. Consider also that the transmission system is lossless and loss of load 
probability (LOLP) is assumed to be zero, similar to the simple three bus system. The wind 
power generators are located at bus 1, 3, 11, 18 and 27 with similar average generation 
capacity and standard deviation as in the simple 3 bus example. Assume that every generating 
bus consists of set of generators with similar characteristics and individual owner. Assume 
also that the electricity market is not perfectly competitive, and generators could be 
dispatched out of merit order. The minimum and maximum generation capacities of wind 
power generators are similar to those indicated in simple three bus example. The single line 
diagram of the IEEE 30 bus system is given in Figure 3.2. The bus data and line data has been 
taken from the Power Systems Test Case Archive – University of Washington Electrical 
Engineering (UWEE) [25]. For simplifying the market power study in this paper, the numbers 
of generators are doubled from 6 to 12 and re-configure the transmission limit to avoid the 
demand side managemet (e.g. loss of load occasion (LOLO)) to focus on the main issue of the 
study. The PTDF has been calculated for the system and found identical to that in case IEEE 
30 bus system by Matpower4.0.  Some results are illustrated in Figure 3.3 – 3.4. The 
histogram in the Figure 3.3 is copied from Matlab Figure window where the each bar 
represents value of TC-PSI in percentage for the corresponding generator in x-axis. These are 
the TC-PSI values when the wind power generations have their average generation is equal to 
50% of their respective unit’s installed capacity. In this case, 7 out of 12 generator companies 
are pivotal, and hence potential market power utilizers, having maximum of 74% of TC-PSI 
by generator 7 at bus 14 followed by generators 9 and 11 at bus 18 and 23 respectively (TC-
PSIs are 60%). If each of the wind generators in the system has an average generation output 
equal to 75% of its individual installed capacity, then the resulting TC-PSI values are shown 
in Figure 3.4. In this case only two generator companies have potentials for abusing market 
power, by generator 7 at bus 14 of TC-PSI equals 23% and by generator 11 at bus 23 of 15%. 
It is because the total  generation capacity is increased in this case. It is important to notice in 
both cases of average wind generation capacities that wind generators are not pivotal or have 
less market powers; however, their contributions to the market decrease market powers of 
competitors by increasing competition and quantity (availability of electric power) in the 
electricity market. These wind power generators should not be pivotal since wind generation 
is unpredictable or depends on weather condition. However, in TC-PSI method, the available 
capacity of any wind generator is concerned to measure  its market power. The ratio of 
unhedged generation and unhedged capacity of a wind generator is usually small. Thus wind 
generator is normally not pivotal or less pivotal but its existence in a system can minimize the 
ability to exercise market power by its rivals. and thus exists to support the smaller load where 
applicable. 
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Figure 3.2 Standard IEEE 30 bus system  
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Figure 3.3 TC-PSI of IEEE 30 bus system with average wind generation capacity of 50% 
 

 
Figure 3.4 TC-PSI of IEEE 30 bus system with average wind generation capacity of 75% 
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3.4.3. Standard IEEE 300 Bus System 

Consider the standard IEEE 300 bus system consisting 56 generators and 411 branches. The 
total installed capacity is 30,523 MW and for a given period total active demand is 23,546 
MW. 14 buses of the system consist wind generations farms having total maximum active 
generation capacity of 2,208.7 MW. Consider also that the transmission system is lossless and 
loss of load probability (LOLP) is assumed to be zero, similar to the simple three bus and 
IEEE 30 bus system. The wind power generators are located at buses 80, 88, 128, 156   164, 
199, 201, 206, 217, 222, 256, 258, 295 and 296 with mean generation capacity equal to 55% 
of installed capacity and standard deviation equal to 10% of mean generation. Assume that 
every generating bus consists of set of generators with similar characteristics and individual 
owner. Assume also that the electricity market is not competitive, and thus generators could 
be dispatched where the minimum generation level is 15% of corresponding generator’s 
installed capacity. The minimum and maximum generation capacities of wind power 
generators are similar to those indicated in simple three bus example. The single line diagram 
of the IEEE 300 bus system is given in Figure 3.5. The bus data and line data has been taken 
from the Power Systems Test Case Archive – University of Washington Electrical 
Engineering (UWEE). For simplifying the market power study in this paper, the transmission 
line numbers are rearranged in specific order and line limits are optimized to avoid demand 
side management to focus on the main issue of the study. Some results are illustrated in 
Figure 3.6 – 3.7. When wind generators have mean capacity of 55% of their respective 
installed capacity, then the calculated TC-PSI values of all the generators are shown in Figure 
3.6. In this case, five generators (generator 1, 6, 22, 49 and 53) are predicted to have market 
power, since the corresponding TC-PSI values are greater than zero (45.5%, 14.6%, 47.4%, 
28.8% and 19.5% respectively). In other case, when each wind generator in the system in 
study has a mean generation capacity equals to 50% of corresponding generators installed 
capacity, then the must run generators have been increased from five generators to six 
generators. The corresponding TC-PSI values of generators have also been increased mostly 
compared to previous case. As discussed earlier, these have happened due to reduction of total 
reserve generation in the system, since the wind generators are assumed to produce less than 
in previous case (mean generation reduced to 50% from 55% in previous case). The new TC-
PSI values of the generators are indicated in Figure 3.7 where total six generators (generator 
1, 6, 21, 22, 49 and 53) are pivotal supplier in the system with corresponding TC-PSI values 
equal to 52.2%, 14.4%, 16.1%, 47.3%, 28.4% and 21.8% respectively. 
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Figure 3.5 IEEE 300 bus system 
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Figure 3.6 TC-PSI of IEEE 300 bus system with average wind generation capacity of 55% 

 

 
 

Figure 3.7 TC-PSI of IEEE 300 bus system with average wind generation capacity of 50% 
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3.5 . Transmission Outages 
 

3.5.1. Case IEEE 30 bus system 
Transmission line outage, as a consequence of various faults in a system. For this market 
power analysis, transmission bottleneck or congestions could be considered as transmission 
outages where any specific transmission line (or corridor of transmission lines) has reached its 
maximum limit. Therefore the specific transmission line is no more available for further 
power transmission. This is a common reason letting the power producers to have a step 
forward to gain and exercise market power. The market can be divided in different areas with 
no or very limited available power transfer facility with or without extra transmission costs 
for the suppliers. Local producers would be considered as must run generators and may have 
to produce close to their installed capacity to support the local load. The generators will 
support their respective areas’ load pockets and will thereby gain much market power than 
previous cases where there was no transmission line fault. The TC-PSI method recognizes N-
1, N-2 strategy of the electricity power system for both transmission and generation outage in 
the system. The calculated TC-PSI values of the generators then provides the least possible 
feasible solution where total generation is equal to total demand in the system. 

 
Figure 3.8 TC-PSI of IEEE 30 bus with transmission line failure between bus 2 and 4 where 

maximum generators generate close to their maximum capacity 
  
Figure 3.8 shows TC-PSI values of 12 generators in IEEE 30 bus system with the 
transmission line (or corridor of transmission) failure between bus 2 and bus 4. The 
measurement recognizes the scenario as N-1 criterion and gives results for the rest of the 
system where almost all the generators (except for generator 2, 5 and 10) are pivotal and are 
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operating close to the maximum capacity. For N-2 scenario in this IEEE 30 bus system, the 
total demand exceeds the available generation capacity with respect to the power flow 
between the transmission lines. Thus feasible solution cannot be found for TC-PSI calculation 
as it does not meet the generic balance where demand side management (e.g. LOLO) is a 
must for this solution. Figure 3.9 shows an infeasible solution of N-2 scenario where faults 
occurred on the transmission lines between bus 2 and 4 (N-1) and bus 4 and 6 (N-2) 
respectively. It is to notice from Figure 3.9 that some generators have gained TC-PSI more 
than 100% which is not practically possible (since the generator then has to produce more 
than its maximum capacity), however, this measurement indicates ad hoc solution on how 
much generation should needed from the respective generator to support the local area load. 
Due to the limitation of physical limit of the system in study, the total load will however not 
be met under this situation. 

 
Figure 3.9 TC-PSI of IEEE 30 bus with transmission line failure between bus 2 and 4  (N-1) 
and between bus 4 an 6 (N-2) where total demand exceed total available generation capacity 

in the system (infeasible solution for TC-PSI calculation) 
 
3.5.2. Case IEEE 300 bus system 
 
It is important to notice from Figure 3.10 that when there is a transmission line failure 
between bus 39 and 62, then TC-PSI of generators increased significantly (approximately 
20% as compared with the case in Figure 3.7). However, the TC-PSI of generator 56 at bus 
296 increased up to 237% where in reality TC-PSI value can be maximally 100%. This ad hoc 
calculation suggests that to meet the local load close to generator 56 due to the transmission 
failure, generator 56 would need 2.37 times of its maximum unhedged capacity to avoid 
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LOLO at this area. This illustration shows another significant use of TC-PSI where this 
indicator can indicate how much more generation and transmission capacity is needed and 
where is needed to support the system load to avoid LOLO. This is especially useful 
prediction and carries significant information for the system administrator (regulator, market 
operator) for calculating congestion cost and for future system expansion. 
 

 
Figure 3.10 TC-PSI of IEEE 300 bus with transmission line failure between bus 39 and 62 
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Figure 3.11 TC-PSI of IEEE 300 bus with transmission line failure between bus 2 and 6 (N-

1) and between bus 40 and 68 (N-2) 
 

3.6. Merging Effect 
 
The TC-PSI analysis is also an essential method in evaluating market power abilities of 
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transmission congestion and distribution factor in to account.  A single producer in a specific 
period of operation may not be pivotal supplier when it is operating individually however 
could gain significant market power when merging with other generators of different 
producers. The following Figure 3.12 – 3.18 will focus this issue considering the three case 
studies mentioned in this paper. 
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to use market. Now consider that generator 1 and 3 have act strategically and merged together 
to optimize their minimum generation to support the system load. Then the outcome of TC-
PSI pivotal assessment would be as in the Figure 3.12 below. 

 
Figure 3.12 TC-PSI of simple 3 bus system with average wind generation capacity of 75% 

when generator 1 and 3 merge together 
 
From Figure 3.12 it is shown that in the simple 3 bus system, all generators are pivotal 
suppliers (with TC-PSI equals 20%, 46% and 31% respectively) when generator 1 and 3 at 
bus 1 and 3 respectively merge together. As compared to the case without merging, only 
generator 2 at bus 2 had the market power by having TC-PSI equals to 45%.  
 
3.6.2. Standard IEEE 30 bus system 
 
Consider the same IEEE 30 bus system as discussed in section 3.4.2, where all the generators 
at each bus was belong to different generation companies acting individually. Under this 
consideration, the resulting market power abilities of all 12 generators of the system will be as 
shown in Figure 3.4 where the average wind power generation is assumed to be 75% of 
maximum capacity of the wind generators. Now, suppose some generators are merging 
together. Without merging in the system, generators at bus 14 and 23 are pivotal as in Figure 
3.4 by TC-PSI value of 23% and 15% respectively. However, if generators at bus 8 and 27 
merge together, then the TC-PSI values will be changed. The generators at bus 14 and 23 will 
gain more market power (TC-PSI 45% and 27% respectively) compared to previous case 
without merging and generator at bus 27 will gain TC-PSI from 0 to 32%. It is important to 
notice that even though generators at bus 8 and 27 are merging, generator 4 at bus 8 is not 
pivotal supplier, however, generator 9 at bus 18 gained TC-PSI 33% which was not pivotal 
supplier in case without merging in the system. This is an indication of the strategic behavior 
of generators companies (i.e. producers) on how they merge their production to create 
transmission congestion on the other part of the system. 
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Figure 3.13 the TC-PSI values of IEEE 30 bus system when generators at bus 8 and 27 merge   
 
Another example of merging in IEEE 30 bus system is when generators at bus 15 and 18 
merge together. The values of TC-PSI then change accordingly as in Figure 3.13. In this case, 
generators at both buses will gain significant market power (TC-PSI 25% and 100% 
respectively) as well as generator at bus 14 will gain more market power too (TC-PSI value 
increased from 23% in case without merging in the system to 55% with merging). Generator 
at bus 18 will gain 100% TC-PSI means that the respective generator or the set of generators 
must be producing its maximum unhedged generation to support the system load. 
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Figure 3.14 The TC-PSI values of IEEE 30 bus system when generators at bus 8 and 27 

merge 
 
Further, if generators at bus 2, 3 and 8 merge together, then the following 5 producers at bus 
2, 3, 14, 18 and 23 will be pivotal as indicated in Figure 3.14. All pivotal generators will gain 
more market power as compared without merging in the system, with maximum market 
power gained by generators at bus 3 (TC-PSI equals to 70%). 

 
Figure 3.15 The TC-PSI values of IEEE 30 bus system when generators at bus 2,3 and 8 

merge 
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3.6.3. IEEE 300 bus system 
 
Consider the same IEEE 300 bus system as discussed in section 3.4.3. Under this 
consideration, the resulting market power abilities of all 56 generators of the system will be as 
shown in Figure 3.7 where the average wind power generation is assumed to be 55% of 
maximum capacity of the wind generators. Now, suppose in an occasion, some generators are 
merging together. Following Figures are some examples of merging effect on market power 
studies in standard IEEE 300 bus system.  

 
Figure 3.16 The TC-PSI values of IEEE 300 bus system when generators at bus 98, 103 and 

120 merge 

In section 3.4.3, with mean generation capacity of wind generators equal to 55% of 
repspective installed capacity, five generators (generator 1, 6, 22, 49 and 53) are predicted to 
have market power, with corresponding TC-PSI values equal to 45.5%, 14.6%, 47.4%, 28.8% 
and 19.5% respectively. When generators at bus 98, 103 and 120 merge together, then in 
addition to those five generators, the generators at bus 98 and 103 have also become pivotal 
suppliers with TC-PSI values equal to 15% and 100% respectively as is shown in Figure 3.16. 
This indicates that the generators at bus 98 are pivotal supplier for 15% of its unhedged 
capacity and generators at bus 103 are pivotal supplier for all of its unhedged capacity. It is 
important to notice that generator at bus 120 merges with other two generating companies at 
bus 98 and 103. However, generating company at bus 120 does not turn out to be a must run 
generator, while it helps generating company at bus 103 (generator 7) to be able to exercise 
100% of its market power (since generator company at bus 103 has TC-PSI value equals to 
100%). Moreover, when generator companies at bus 258 and 259 are merging together, as in 
the Figure 3.17, almost all other generators in the system including the 5 pivotal suppliers 
mentioned in the section 3.4.3 are pivotal suppliers. This could be happened when market 
share of the generator companies at these two buses is so high that the market is concentrated, 
and this almost all generators become pivotal suppliers. This illustration can be useful for 
predicting the strategic merging behavior of the suppliers from the market point of view.  
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Figure 3.17 The TC-PSI values of IEEE 300 bus system when generators at bus 258 and 259 
merge 

In another example, when generators at bus 76 and 77 merge output together, then in few 
observations generator at bus 296 will become pivotal supplier. As indicated in Figure 3.18, 
the TC-PSI value of generator 56 at bus 296 becomes 115%. This example indicates that for 
this system where generators at bus 76 and 77 merge, then generator company at bus 296 
(generator 56) will gain full market power according to TC-PSI calculation. Moreover, the 
generator company at bus 296 would require 15% more unhedged generation to support the 
system load to avoid LOLO at its adjacent areas. This is another significance of TC-PSI 
calculation to reveal how much capacity of the generator at bus 296 will be needed to support 
the local load considering transmission congestion in the system.  
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Figure 3.18 TC-PSI values of IEEE 300 bus system when generators at bus 76 and 77 merge 

It is evident from TC-PSI concept applied in three case studies mentioned above that, without 
any transmission congestion in the system any generator company could be pivotal supplier 
and thus gain marker power when generator companies merge together. Merging could create 
transmission congestion and transmission bottleneck where it is done strategically by potential 
generator companies. Hence, merging is another concept which can be evaluated by the 
proposed TC-PSI concept. 

3.7. Conclusion 
 
The TC-PSI method has been used and the results are illustrated for a simple three bus 
system, IEEE standard 30 and 300 bus systems for a specific period of time. Figures have 
been shown to capture the concept of market power exercise with respect to transmission 
constraints (with or without transmission failure) and merging effect on market power 
prediction analysis for the system in study. However, as discussed at the beginning of this 
chapter that electricity market is stochastic in nature. Load demand, wind generation capacity 
and hedge level of generators vary depending on power system operation, weather forecast 
etc. Therefore, it would be too optimistic to rely on deterministic TC-PSI calculation for 
predicting market power ability of suppliers. On the other hand, case-by-case determination 
would be tedious and need extra efforts to find the generators’ expected values of TC-PSI. To 
address these issues in TC-PSI measurement, the method undertakes Monte-Carlo Simulation 
method to find the probability of generators’ market power abilities where variations of load 
level, hedge level and wind generation capacity will be considered as random input variables 
for the expected TC-PSI measurement. This probabilistic study of TC-PSI will be explored in 
next chapter. 
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4  

Probabilistic TC-PSI Study by 

Monte-Carlo Simulation  
 

4.1. Introduction 
 
In chapter 3 the TC-PSI method has been applied in a specific period of time (i.e. considered 
as initial operating state of the system in study) and only reveals a single scenario of the 
respective system. However, electric power is a dynamic system where consumptions, 
generator outputs and hedge levels at various nodes vary independently. Therefore, it would 
be unrealistic to rely on measurement that has been considered for a single scenario 
containing deterministic (initial) system data. One way to solve this problem is to use 
historical system data in question, that is readily available. However, lack of historical data, 
rapid system expansion and uncertainty of system states make it convenience to simulate 
uncertainty studies of power system. On the other hand, using deterministic TC-PSI method, 
the simulation has to be run many times so as to encompass all possible system states. To this 
end, from the practical point of view it is convenient to measure the probabilistic TC-PSI of 
generators, where all the possible system states are obtained as random variables.  

In present literatures, numbers of methods have been adopted to solve probabilistic problems 
to demonstrate dynamic power systems. Among them Monte-Carlo simulation, analytical 
methods and approximate methods are mostly used [30]-[35]. The Monte-Carlo simulation 
has been widely used for its simple and detailed calculation to handle uncertainty in the 
model. This simulation generates large enough observations of uncertain continuous or 
discrete input variables required to attain convergence and solve the problem in each 
simulation.  
In this paper, Monte-Carlo simulation (MCS) has been used to attain convergence of TC-PSI 
values of generators using simple sampling of normally distributed function of random input 
variables.   
 
4.2. Monte-Carlo Simulation with Simple Sampling 

A sufficiently large number of scenarios, where the variables are completely random from a 
normally distributed function, has been taken to estimate the expected value of TC-PSI. 
Similar entries more than once has been replaced. The expected TC-PSI value is calculated as 
the mean value of TC-PSIs of all generators in the respective system. Moreover, these simple 
samplings have also been used to estimate the probability distribution function of TC-PSI. 
The random numbers have been generated by Matlab in-line function “random (‘norm’)” 
sufficiently enough for the convergence of the output. Suppose, there are n independent 
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observations, }�, …, }R, of the random variable X then the mean of these observations,  

~� = 1� � }�
R

���
 

This is an estimation of expected X, i.e. E[X] .   

Now suppose, 1000 scenarios have been considered for simple sampling of Monte-Carlo 
simulation where in each scenario the load of each bus or generations of each wind generators 
is a random variable and represents instantaneous load of the respective bus or the wind 
generations respectively in every 10 minutes. In this way, these 1000 scenarios will be 
considered as approximately 16 hours of power system operation with different load levels of 
each bus and different wind generations of each wind generators, which is supposedly enough 
to cover off-peak duration of peak duration of power system operation with the probable 
variations of wind speed. The choice of the number of observations, n depends on 
convergence of the expected value of TC-PSI. If the results do not converge then a higher 
number of observations should be considered. However, number of observations n has been 
restricted to 1000 scenarios as the expected values, i.e. E[X]  for all generators have been 
found converged. The flow chart of the Monte-Carlo simulation for the measurement is 
shown in the Figure 4.1.  
 
4.3. Assumptions for the Monte-Carlo Simulation 

- Ramp up of down time is not considered, i.e. if any generator is not pivotal supplier in 
one observation, however it could be pivotal supplier for any level of production to 
support the system load or to hedge, in the next observation. 

- Network topology is considered 100% available for generators and transmission 
capacities unless the unavailability is explicitly mentioned.  

- Thermal generators and transmission lines capacities are considered to be 100%. 
- Loss of load probabilities has been taken 0% for each observation. 
- The minimum generation level of all generators is considered as 15% of the installed 

capacity in question, to cover the minimum operational costs for the production. 
- Generation levels of wind generators at cut-in and cut-out wind speed are considered 

as 15% and 100% of installed capacity of the generator in question. 
- A generating bus consists of a generator or group of generators of similar kinds, e.g. a 

generating bus does not consist of thermal generators and wind generators in a same 
node. 

- Hedge level for power systems in study is considered 20% of all respective generators 
in initial state. 
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Figure 4.1 Flow diagram of Monte-Carlo Simulation for TC-PSI calculation 
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4.4. Simulation of Load variation 
 
System load can be of different types such as linear, non-linear, motor load as well as can be 
differed as domestic and commercial load. There are discussions about price sensitivity, i.e.  
elastic load and inelastic loads. However, in general, during peak load condition system 
demand curve is considered very steep and inelastic. On the other hand, during off-peak hours 
demands show more price sensitivity and vary significantly between intervals. Thus in this 
modeling, load of each node is assumed as a random variable from a normally distributed 
function with a given standard deviation based on load type and time of simulation. The 
steady state mean loads of the system have been taken as given in the ‘bus data’ of the given 
system while some commercial loads of the system in question are considered as fixed (either 
maximum or minimum depending on hours of simulation, e.g. for industrial loads, with 
standard deviation as 0%) and domestic loads are considered as inelastic (lower standard 
deviation, for example 4%) during peak hours and somewhat elastic (higher standard 
deviation, for example 7%) during off-peak hours. Simulating for load variation in the system 
for each load in 1,000 scenarios, the following complementary cumulative probability 
distribution functions (ccdf) for loads of three case studies have been achieved. Here, x-axis 
represents the total system load of the system and y-axis represents the probability for each 
total load. 
 
 
 
 

 
Figure 4.2 Monte-Carlo simulation with simple sampling for load variation 

 
1) Simple three bus system:  

 
Summary of 1,000 observation, by Matlab measurement: 
Minimum system load: 418.8988 MW  
Maximum system load: 472.8817 MW  
Mean: 449.7522 MW 
Median: 450.0590 MW 
Standard deviation: 9.1401% 
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        (a) 

From the distribution function in Figure 4.3 (a) and (b) it is shown that the random 
system load is more than or equal to 450 MW with a probability of 0.5017. It is also 
shown that the system load is more than or equal to 431.3 MW and 462.2 MW with a 
probability equal to 0.9833 and 0.02 respectively. 

 
(b) 

Figure 4.3 (a) Load duration curve (b) inverse load duration curve  
of simple 3 bus system  
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2) Standard IEEE 30 bus system: 

Summary of 1,000 observation, by Matlab measurement: 
Minimum system load: 785.3437 MW 
Maximum system load: 940.3920 MW 
Mean: 870.8727 MW 
Median: 870.1561 MW 
Standard deviation: 21.3989 % 

From the distribution function in Figure 4.4 (a) it is shown that the random system 
load is more than or equal to 450 MW with a probability of 0.5017. It is also shown 
that the system load is more than or equal to 431.3 MW and 462.2 MW with a 
probability equal to 0.9833 and 0.02 respectively.  
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(b) 

Figure 4.4 (a) Load duration curve (b) inverse load duration curve  
of standard IEEE 30 bus system 

 
3) Standard IEEE 300 bus system: 

 
Figure 4.5 Load duration curve of standard IEEE 300 bus system 
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Summary of 1,000 observation, by Matlab measurement: 
Minimum system load: 23.322 GW 
Maximum system load: 23.728 GW 
Mean: 23.538 GW 
Median: 23.538 GW 
Standard deviation: 66.08 % 

From the distribution function in Figure 4.5 it is shown that the random system load is 
more than or equal to 23.54 GW with a probability of 0.5005. It is also shown that the 
probability is 100% that the system load is more than or equal minimum system load 
and the probability is equal to 0.02%  when the system load exceeds 23.67 GW. 

4.5. Simulation of Wind Generator’s Capacity variation 

Due to the increasing integration of wind power generation in modern electrical power system 
as sources of renewable energy, uncertainties have been grown significantly since wind 
generations are strongly related to weather conditions. Capacity of a wind firm may vary from 
zero to installed capacity fo the firm. Thus, wind generators do not ususally generate power 
with a constant capacity. For this, capacity of wind generator farms will be considered as a 
random input variable for this study. In TC-PSI calculation described for the case studies 
mentioned in chapter 3, the mean wind generation capacities have been taken as 50%, 55% 
and 75% of the respective wind generator’s installed capacity. Standard deviation is taken as 
10% of mean generation for all wind generators in the system to simulate the variation of 
wind generation capacities in different deterministic cases. This analysis will consider wind 
generators capacities is a continuous function of random variable from a normal distribution 
which is supposedly enough to simulate the uncertain wind generations.  

 

 

Figure 4.2 Monte-Carlo simulation with simple sampling for wind generation capacity 
variation 

1) Simple 3 bus example: In this example, only generator at bus number 1 is a wind 
generator, assumed generates random generations with a mean generation level of 
75% of the initial generation state (300 MW) and with a standard deviation as 10% of 
the mean generation.  
 
Summary of 1,000 observation, by Matlab measurement 

        Minimum generation: 192.0014 MW 
        Maximum generation: 260.2104 MW 
        Mean: 225.8716 MW 
        Median: 226.0096 MW 

Standard deviation: 9.6607% 
 
The complementary cumulative wind generation distribution function is given in 
Figure 4.6 below. The marked point on the distribution function reveals that the 
random wind generation at any observation is more than or equal to 226 MW with a 
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probability of 0.5. Observations where the wind generation is zero have been omitted 
from the function. 

 
Figure 4.6 Wind generator capacity duration curve of generator 1 in simple 3 bus 

example system 
2) IEEE 30 bus system case: In this example, 5 generators at buses 1, 3, 11, 18 and 27 

are considered wind generators. The mean capacity is assumed 50% of installed 
capacity and standard deviation is considered 10% of the mean capacity. The 
complementary cumulative wind generation distribution functions are plotted in 
Figure 4.7. Here Y-axis indicates respective probabilities of cumulative wind 
generations in X-axis, where the probability of wind generation is plotted on Y-axis so 
that the value of cumulative wind generation is greater than or equal to the value 
assigned to that probability in X-axis. 
 
Summary of 1,000 observation, by Matlab measurement 

        Minimum total capacity: 192.0014 MW 
        Maximum total capacity: 260.2104 MW 
        Mean capacity: 225.8716 MW 
        Median: 226.0096 MW 

Standard deviation: 9.6607% 
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Figure 4.7 Wind generator capacity duration curve of 5 wind generators in standard 

IEEE 30 bus system 
3) IEEE 300 bus system case: In this example, 14 generators are considered as wind 

firm located at bus 80, 88, 128, 156, 164, 199, 201, 206, 217, 222, 256, 258, 295 and 
296 in the study system. Similar to the case in standard IEEE 30 bus system, these 
wind generators are also assumed to have a mean capcity of 50% of their 
corresponding installed capacity with a standard deviation of 10% to the mean 
capacity. The complementary cumulative wind generation distribution functions are 
plotted in Figure 4.7. 
 
Summary of 1,000 observation, by Matlab measurement 

        Minimum total capacity: 23.374 GW 
        Maximum total capacity: 23.738 GW 
        Mean capacity: 23.539 GW 
        Median: 23.536 GW 

Standard deviation: 68.1219% 
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Figure 4.8 Wind generator capacity duration curve of 5 wind generators 1 in standard 

IEEE 300 bus system 
Figure 4.8 shows wind generator capacity duration curve of 14 wind generator (or generating 
firm) of standard IEEE 300 bus system. In this example, the probability of available capacities 
of wind generator are indicated in Y-axis, and X-axis represents the capacities of the 
respective wind generators. Here, the standard deviation of wind generators capacity is same 
(10% of the installed capacity), hwoever, available capacity varies between the wind 
generators according to their mean and installed capacity. Duration curves of all wind 
generators are showing in the same frame in Figure 4.8 for ease of presentation.   
 
4.6. Simulation of Generators Hedge Level variation 

In addition to the variations in system loads and wind generators capacities, the probabilistic 
studies of TC-PSI method take concerns of possible variations in generators hedge 
quantity,��. In case of standard IEEE 300 bus system, it is assumed in this paper that each 
generator in the power system has a “forward contract” of 20% of its must-run generation, as 
mentioned in chapter 3. The deterministic steady state hedge level has been taken from the 
bus data in chapter 3. Now, in the probabilistic study of TC-PSI, due to stochastic nature of 
the dynamic electrical system, the hedge level of each generator has been considered as a 
random variable of a normally distributed function. However, the “future” and “forward 
contract” of any supplier is relatively constant compare to system load and wind generation 
capacity variation, for a given trading period of electricity market. Therefore, the mean hedge 
level for any generator is assumed to be close to the steady state case of this study, with a 
standard deviation of 0.2% of mean hedge level.  
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Figure 4.9 Monte-Carlo Simulation with simple sampling for hedge level variation 

 

4.7. Probabilistic TC-PSI of generators 

Thus, considering the variations of system loads, generators hedge level and wind generators 
capacity, the probabilistic TC-PSI method reveals the market power considering transmission 
constraints of the system as shown in the following Figures. The flow diagram of Monte-
Carlo simulation has been shown in Figure 4.1 for TC-PSI calculation. The following TC-PSI 
calculations are the results of 1,000 random observations of random loads, generation hedge 
levels and wind generator capacities. The expected value of TcPSI� has shown convergence 
within the range of the random observations, as expected. 

4.7.1. Simple 3 Bus System 

As shown in Table 3.3 in chapter 3, the TC-PSI values of the generators in simple 3 bus 
system are 0%, 46.1% and 13.8% respectively (see Figure 4.6) during the initial steady state 
of the system when the transmission line limits are assumed as +/- 50 MW. For 1,000 random 
observations when the random variables as mentioned above vary randomly with normal 
distribution function as mentioned earlier, the expected values for all the observations are 
changed. The following results are achieved by the probabilistic method, by Monte-Carlo 
simulation, as shown in the following Table 4.1. 

Table 4.1 Probabilistic TC-PSI calculation of simple 3 bus system with +/-50 MW 
transmission limit 

Generator  Minimum 
generation 

(MW) 

Transmission 
line (MW) 

Power flow 
(MW) 

TC-PSI (%)  

1 0 1 - 2 -21.15 0 

2 139.71 1 - 3 -26.35 43.6 

3 7.86 2 - 3 -5.18 1.6 

It is evident from the Table 4.1 that generator 2 is the most pivotal supplier in the system, 
where generator 3 has some market power, however, its expected value of TC-PSI (1.6%) is 
much less than in steady state of the system (13.8%). Hence, in this case the static 
measurement overestimates the market power ability of generator 3. 
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Figure 4.10 Expected TC-PSI of generators in simple bus system for 1,000 observations 
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Figure 4.11 The TC-PSI duration curve of simple 3 bus system 
(a) generator 2, (b) generator 3 

 

According to the probabilistic TC-PSI study generator 2 and 3 are pivotal suppliers in the 
simple 3 bus system, with the distribution function shown in Figure 4.7.  From Figure 4.7 (a) 
it is shown that the generator 2 has very high probability (0.99) to have market power with the 
value of TC-PSI more than or equal to 43%, and very less probability (0.007) that the TC-PSI 
value will be more than or equal to  43.5%. Of course, there is also a probability (0.001) that 
the generator 2’s TC-PSI can be more than 44.3% in one observation of the total simulation. 
The marked point of the distribution function indicates the probability is 0.86 that the TC-PSI 
value will be equal to or more than 43.26%. Similarly, TC-PSI distribution function in Figure 
4.7 (b) indicates TC-PSI values of generator 3 with associated probabilities. 

As mentioned earlier, 1,000 random observations has been considered to guarantee the 
convergence of the results to an expected value. It is however, shown from the Figure 4.7, that 
the convergence was attained within 100 observations. 
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Figure 4.12 Convergence attained for expected TC-PSI of generators in simple 3 bus system 

4.7.2. IEEE 30 bus system 

The deterministic TC-PSI calculation and the results has been discussed and shown in chapter 
3. Similar to the simple 3 bus example, results from probabilistic TC-PSI calculation for IEEE 
30 bus system will be presented here. 

 

Figure 4.13 Expected TC-PSI of generators in IEEE 30 bus system for 1,000 observations  
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It is shown from the Figure 4.9 is that, almost all generators are pivotal supplier, even for a 
small amount. It is significantly different from the deterministic TC-PSI study since in the 
later case, only 2 generators (generator 7 and 11), with the same system data as in this 
probabilistic case, have positive TC-PSI values. Hence, the deterministic case may 
underestimate the market power ability of generators in IEEE 30 bus system, as well as 
overestimate the potentials of generators for gaining market power as discussed in section 
4.7.1.  

In Figure 4.11(a)-(c), complementary TC-PSI distribution functions for generators 11, 7 and 6 
are shown. The pointed values in the Figures represent respective probabilities in Y-axes 
where the values of expected TC-PSI are more than or equal to the values indicating in 
corresponding X-axes. The Figure 4.10 shows the convergences of TC-PSI values of 
generators in IEEE 30 bus system to expected values. It is evident from the Figure, that the 
convergences are attained in 1,000 random observations.  
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(b) 

 

 

(c)  

Figure 4.14 The TC-PSI duration curve of standard IEEE 30 bus system 
(a) generator 11, (b) generator 7, (c) generator 6 
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Figure 4.15 Convergence attained for expected TC-PSI of generators in simple 30 bus system 

 
4.7.3. IEEE 300 bus system 

The expected TC-PSI values of generators as an average of 1,000 random observations are 
shown as in the Figure 4.12. As in the IEEE 30 bus system, the random variables (load and 
wind generation variations) are assumed as discussed in section 4.4 – 4.6 and assumption in 
4.3 is considered. 

The bar graph and the distribution function for IEEE 300 bus system are the similar 
indications for the market power study of the generators. The bar graph in Figure 4.8 shows 
the expected TC-PSI values for all generators in the system. However, for the ease of 
presentation, TC-PSI calculations of few generators at a time will be discussed. 

The complementary TC-PSI distribution of a 5 generators group has been shown in Figure 
4.9. These generators have similar characteristic in relation to ability to exercise market 
power, as shown in the Figure 4.9. A group of 10 generators (generator 25 to 30) have been 
attained convergence and are resulted in expected values of TC-PSI, as shown in Figure 4.19.  
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Figure 4.17 Probabilistic TC-PSI for generators of IEEE 300 bus system with mean wind 

generation capacity of 55% of installed capacity

 

Figure 4.17 Probabilistic TC-PSI for generators of IEEE 300 bus system with mean wind 
generation capacity of 50% of installed capacity 
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Figure 4.18 The TC-PSI duration curve of standard IEEE 300 bus system 

(generator 25 to 30) 
 
There are 56 generators in the study system. Therefore for presentation of the duration cuves 
of generators, following 6 generators (generators or a generator company 25, 26, 27, 28, 29 
and 30) are selected for representing TC-PSI duration curves, showing in Figure 4.18. 
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Figure 4.19 Convergence of TC-PSI for the first 10 generators of IEEE 300 bus system 
 

4.8. Conclusions 

Monte-Carlo simulation for TC-PSI studies of the three cases provides extra significance, 
where the inherent randomness of power system is considered. It is thus more detailed ex-ante 
market power study of a given system compared to the deterministic state study discussed in 
chapter 3. The probable market power ability of generating companies has been studied by 
this method, and the total number of random observation has been selected in a way so that 
the mean values of TC-PSI converge to the expected value of TC-PSI. In all the simulations, 
1,000 observations have been taken from a normal distribution function of random input 
variables.  

It has been seen from the simulation that 1 generator (generator number 2) in simple 3 bus 
example (33% of all generators), 3 generators (generator number 7, 9 and 11) in IEEE 30 bus 
system (25% generators) and 7 generators (generator number 1, 6, 22, 44, 49, 53 and 56) in 
IEEE 300 bus system (12.5% generators) are the most potential market power exerciser, under 
the consideration of the given network. However, in steady state the percentage of larger 
pivotal suppliers were 33%, 16.67% and 9% respectively for 3 bus, 30 bus and 300 bus 
system.  

It is important to conclude from the probabilistic study by Monte-Carlo simulation that, the 
initial steady state of power system (for 3 cases) was a snapshot of a specific period’s market 
power assessment, as described in chapter 3. The steady state TC-PSI values of all generators, 
however, vary significantly compared to probabilistic study of these generators as described 
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in this chapter. For example, for IEEE 300 bus system, in initial state, only 5 generators or 
generating companies out of 56 generating companies were pivotal suppliers and had market 
power (Figure 3.8). In probabilistic study of TC-PSI, the number is increased to 23 pivotal 
suppliers even for small values of TC-PSI. In other words, probabilistic TC-PSI study 
explores few suppliers in an electrical system as pivotal suppliers having market power which 
may not be recognized as pivotal suppliers if only initial steady state of the system be 
considered for the analysis. Thus, a static calculation of TC-PSI of a dynamic electrical 
system may overestimate or underestimate the ability of the generators to exercise market 
power. From economic point of view, in worst case scenario, a supplier having very less TC-
PSI value, could set the power price as high as the price cap. In this perspective, this 
probabilistic study of TC-PSI dealing generators with the expected values of TC-PSI for 
continuous cases carries more information than in deterministic cases. 

Thus Monte-Carlo simulation with simple sampling method of random input variables from 
normal distribution function provides better solution for dynamic power system, however 
takes long computational time in Matlab. The computational time of TC-PSI calculation with 
a Pentium Intel core i5 CPU with 2.27 GHz processor and 4 GB Ram computer takes the 
following times to compute TC-PSI for 1,000 observations –  

Table 4.2 Computational time in Matlab  

Simple 3 bus IEEE 30 bus IEEE 300 bus 

39s 3m52s 185m17s 
  

Therefore, in order to improve the computational time for the probabilistic study of TC-PSI, 
an alternative method should be followed. A new approach will be followed in next chapter 
with an aim to reduce computational burden of this method. At the same time the new 
approach should also attain the similar expected TC-PSI values, as has been achieved through 
the Monte-Carlo simulation method to gurantee the true market power assessment of 
generators. 
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5  

Probabilistic TC-PSI Study by 

Two-Point Estimation Method 

(T-PEM)  
 

 

5.1. Introduction 

In chapter 4, the system configuration was considered as random variables, with normal 
distribution function of load and wind generation by Monte-Carlo simulation (MCS). Each 
value is generated according to its probability density function represents steady state input 
value for calculating TC-PSI and repeated as long as the convergence is achieved. Once the 
convergence is achieved, the state of the power system regarding load and wind generation 
variations is assumed known for peak/off-peak duration. Until the final value of TC-PSI is 
measured, this procedure has to be repeated a large number of observations, (for example 
1,000 observations) to cover the dynamics of power system in MCS, to estimate of probable 
TC-PSI of each generator. The computational time for estimating these values is however 
long enough to limit its application in real time operation of power system. 

To this end, to decrease the computational burden for measuring probabilistic TC-PSI values, 
an alternative point estimation approach will be discussed in this chapter, which is known as 
Hong’s point estimation scheme [30]. There are four different concentration schemes which 
are considered for PEM, among them only 2m and 2m+1 type schemes are applicable for 
probabilistic power system study, due to particular reasoning mentioned in [31]-[35]. 

5.2. 2m+1 scheme for probabilistic Tc-PSI study 

The TC-PSI calculation can be mathematically described as follows –  

XW�� = G�#�, #�, … , #R, 	��,��, … ,�R) 
Where, D and W denote the set of loads and the set of wind generations in each state, and n 
denotes the total number of observations. Each parameter is assumed to be a random variable 
with known mean and variance as mentioned in chapter 4. Consider, #4 and �4 constitute a 
parameterx4, where k is 1, 2, …, n, with probability density function f(}4). Thus -   
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XW�� = G�x�, x�, … , x4, … , xR�    … … (5.1) 

Let μ4 and �4 denote the mean and variance of x4. By 2m+1 scheme, the probability 
distribution function of each input random variables x4 will be replaced by the first three 
moments. Let M4,� denote the concentrations (or weight) located at �μ�, μ�, … , }4,�, … , μRn�, μR� where 

}4,� = μ4 + �4,��4,  i = 1, 2 and k = 1, 2, …, n 

Here, �4,� is the standard location and weight of  }4,� and is expressed as follows: 

�4,� = ��,�� + �−1��n���4,� − �
� �4,�� i = 1, 2 and �4,� = 0 

�4,� = �n����,
��,,���,�n��,��	 i = 1, 2 

�4,� =
1
� − �4,� − �4,� =

1
� − 1

�4,� − �4,��
 

�4,� and �4,� are standard central moments, known as skewness and kurtosis of the input 
random variables, respectively.  By noting that n of 3n concentrations are located in the same 
point (μ�, μ�, … , μ�, … , μRn�, μR) with the sum of weights equal to ��, 

�� = 1 −� 1
�4,� − �4,��

R

4��
 

The information about }4,� are then transferred to produce two estimates of XW��� by 

equation (5.1). �4,� denotes the weighting of the concentration located at (μ�, μ�, … , μR) is 

used to scale these estimates to take into account the skewness and kurtosis of the probability 
distribution function of the input variables. The value of each �4,� ranges from 0 to 1 and the 

sum of all �4,�’s is unity. 

The moments of the output random variable can be estimated as follows: 

μAT���, = ��XW���� ≅ ���4,� ∗ �XW���(�, I)�
�

���

R

4��
 

The flow diagram of the 2m+1 point estimation scheme is given in Figure 5.1 
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i = total generators? 

(all generators considered?) 
 

 

 
i = n? 

(all concentrations considered?) 
 

 

 
k = n? 

(all variables considered?) 
 

 

 

 

Figure 5.1: flow diagram of T-PEM scheme 

�[XU���] = �[XU���]� + �4,� ∗ [XU�����, I�] Step 5        Update raw moments 

Step 0 Initialize: 
               k = 1 (first input variable) 
               E[XU���] = 0 

 

Step 1 Select input random variable x4 
 

Step 2    Compute: 
- Standard central moments	�4,� 
- Standard location  �4,� 
- Weights �4,� 

 

i = 1 
(first concentration) 

 

}4,� = μ4 + �4,��4 

Step 3      Determine the location }4,� 

XW���(�, I) = G(x�, x�, … , xR) 
Step 4        Solve 

Deterministic XU��� for generator i 

��XU����� 
Step 6        Compute 

i = i + 1 

i = i + 1 

k  = k + 1 
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5.3. Test Results and Discussion 

The T-PEM has been applied with suggested 2m+1 concentration scheme for the same three 
case studies as mentioned in chapter 4.  The system parameters (standard deviation of loads 
and wind generators, hedge levels, transmission limits etc.) for case studies are similar as have 
been discussed in sections 4.7.1 – 4.7.3. Considering the results from MCS method can catch 
the correct stochastic nature of electrical power system. Therefore those results from MCS 
method have been taken as basis, and are compared to those which have been achieved from 
the suggested scheme of T-PEM approach. The relative error of the T-PEM method is 
calculated as follows: 

�A���� = �μA������� − μA����A���
μA������� � ∗ 100% 

And average error of the T-PEM method is calculated as follows: 

�A����E + =
∑ ¡μA������� − μA����A��� ¡���� |μA������� |3  

Here, μA�������  and μA����A���  are the calculated expected TC-PSI values of generators in MCS and 
2m+1 scheme in T-PEM respectively and N is the total number of generators in the respective 
system. 

5.3.1. Simple 3 bus system 

The probability distribution functions of each load, each wind generation capacity (in this 
system, only bus 1 consists wind generator) and the hedge level have been replaced with 
corresponding first three moments of each input variables. The calculated TC-PSI values are 
then multiplied with the corresponding weighting factor as calculated in the section 5.2 to 
estimate the final TC-PSI values of generators in the system, and has been shown in Figure 
5.3.  
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Figure 5.3: Expected TC-PSI of generators in simple 3 bus system 

Thus, the errors of the TC-PSI values in T-PEM method compared to MCS method are shown 
in Table 5.1. 

Table 5.1 Comparative expected TC-PSI results for simple 3 bus system 

Generator MCS (%) T-PEM (%) £¤¥¦§¨(%) 
1 0 0 0 
2 43.6 43.7 0.23 
3 1.6 1.3 18.75 

 

It is seen from the Table 5.1 that the TC-PSI value for generator 1 is unchanged (not pivotal) 
in both calculations. However, for generator 2 and 3, the TC-PSI values have been deviated 
with an error of 0.23% and 18.75% respectively. The average error of the method is 6.33% for 
all generators in the system. 

5.3.2. Standard IEEE 30 bus system 

The bar graph of TC-PSI values calculated by the T-PEM approach for the standard IEEE 30 
bus system is shown in Figure 5.4. 
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Figure 5.3: Expected TC-PSI of generators in IEEE 30 bus system 

Table 5.2 Comparative expected TC-PSI results for IEEE 30 bus system 

Generator TC-PSI (%). MCS TC-PSI (%).T-PEM £¤¥¦§¨(%) 
1 0.34178 0.26288 23.0850 
2 0.3058 0.31315 -2.4035 
3 0.23347 0.31539 -35.088 
4 0.41171 0.18006 56.2653 
5 0 0 0 
6 0.80244 1.3735 -71.1654 
7 16.9702 23.3448 -37.5635 
8 2.9785 4.8149 -61.6552 
9 6.6411 5.3279 19.7738 
10 0.02386 0 100 
11 8.0603 9.8639 -22.3763 
12 0.5454 0.48796 10.5317 

 

As mentioned earlier, MCS method is a detailed procedure and capable of capturing the 
stochastic nature of the power system. Therefore, it is noticed from Table 5.2 that T-PEM 
calculation does not recognize generator 10 as a pivotal generator. However, by MCS method 
it is proven that generator 10 is a pivotal generator. Thus the computation error by T-PEM for 
generator 10 is 100%. On the other hand, generator 4, 6 and 8 are very sensitive to load 
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variation, and results larger deviations in TC-PSI values in each observation. Therefore, the 
expected values of TC-PSI have larger computational errors for those respective generators. 
The average error of the method for the system is 36.65% for all generators. 

5.3.3. Standard IEEE 300 bus system 

The T-PEM method with 2m+1 concentration scheme applied in standard IEEE 300 bus 
system gives the following result in Figure 5.4. 

 

Figure 5.4 Expected TC-PSI values in IEEE 300 bus system 

The following Table 5.3 gives the comparison of expected TC-PSI values for IEEE 300 bus 
system and the computational error with respect to MCS method results.  

Table 5.3 Comparative expected TC-PSI results for IEEE 300 bus system 

Generator  TC-PSI (%). MCS TC-PSI (%).T-PEM £¤¥¦§¨(%) 
          1 51.0194 50.5101 0.9982 
          2 4.232 3.6026 14.8724 
          3 1.2984 1.2597 2.9805 
          4 4.9408 3.3498 32.2012 
          5 5.5601 4.6254 16.8108 
          6 19.3378 18.5298 4.1783 
          7 2.7093 1.7435 35.6475 
          8 2.4308 1.7978 26.0408 
          9 3.7145 3.3228 10.5451 
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          10 3.9384 1.7156 56.4391 
          11 3.0733 1.8515 39.7553 
          12 4.0505 3.6942 8.7964 
          13 2.969 2.5872 12.8595 
          14 2.9101 1.7856 38.6412 
          15 6.6078 6.7675 -2.4168 
          16 3.3232 1.8393 44.6527 
          17 3.586 2.5518 28.8399 
          18 2.5653 1.8063 29.5871 
          19 5.7313 5.7897 -1.0189 
          20 1.9945 1.9378 2.8428 
          21 6.3548 5.5168 13.1868 
          22 48.1259 47.99 0.2823 
          23 6.5716 5.6181 14.5094 
          24 3.4199 2.8219 17.4858 
          25 5.3352 5.3635 -0.5304 
          26 6.2359 5.7619 7.6011 
          27 3.0232 2.7518 8.9772 
          28 2.6569 1.8717 29.5532 
          29 2.428 2.8829 -18.7356 
          30 7.1537 6.5624 8.2656 
          31 1.353 0.9408 30.4597 
          32 5.0258 4.5952 8.5677 
          33 6.7092 6.6515 0.8600 
          34 1.7515 1.2495 28.6611 
          35 3.6349 3.3845 6.8887 
          36 4.1375 2.9915 27.6978 
          37 3.3359 1.9945 40.2110 
          38 2.2366 1.8042 19.3329 
          39 2.1641 1.5663 27.6234 
          40 5.6347 5.4902 2.5644 
          41 2.8677 1.5739 45.1163 
          42 5.6155 5.5553 1.0720 
          43 6.2083 5.6712 8.6513 
          44 3.583 3.2812 8.4231 
          45 0.6133 0.5840 4.7723 
          46 6.8034 3.7531 44.8349 
          47 3.7212 2.4606 33.8761 
          48 5.7572 6.0718 -5.4644 
          49 31.6464 31.4996 0.4638 
          50 5.4947 4.9841 9.2925 
          51 6.3304 5.6356 10.9756 
          52 3.8308 4.7994 -25.2845 
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          53 25.1946 24.9204 1.0883 
          54 5.2288 3.868 26.0250 
          55 4.4426 2.1634 51.3032 
          56 51.2608 11.6959 77.1835 
 

It is noticed from the Table 5.3, that the expected TC-PSI values calculated by T-PEM gives 
satisfactory results. However, those generators which are comparatively more sensitive to 
system parameter variance (e.g. load, wind generation or hedge level variations) give larger 
error in T-PEM scheme. The average error of the system is 19.21% for all generators. 

Following Table 5.5 provides the comparison of time elapsed in computing expected TC-PSI 
values in 2m+1 scheme of T-PEM and in MCS method. It should be noticed that both 
computation have been done by the same computer, as mentioned in the section 4.8 in the 
previous chapter. 

Table 5.5 Computational time in Matlab  

Method used Simple 3 bus IEEE 30 bus IEEE 300 bus 

MCS 39s 3m52s 185m17s 
2m+1 10s 1m15s 41m21s 

                          

 5.4. Conclusion 

In this chapter the 2m+1 concentration scheme of the T-PEM has been used to account for 
uncertainties of electrical power system. The method has been used in three case studies with 
the same system configuration as has been done with MCS method. The suggested 
concentration scheme of T-PEM is simple to use. Moreover, both tests have been conducted 
on the same computer. Using the results obtained from MCS as a basis, the suggested method 
could reach the similar results as those from the MCS method with less effort in the numerical 
computation and analytical method. The numerical applications show that the 2n+1 
concentration scheme reduced computational burden, approximately 75% in all three cases 
when compared to MCS procedure. However, it should be noted that a significant reduction 
of accuracy of result (expected TC-PSI value) is obtained with the new method. Thus it can be 
said that the use of T-PEM provides a solution with the trade-off between accuracy of results 
and the efficiency of the computational procedure for large-scale power system problem.  
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6  

Conclusion 
 

6.1. General 

This paper brought a new ex-ante assessment of market power exercise indicator, termed as 
TC-PSI. The expected TC-PSI is measured as the average of 1,000 scenarios (as long as the 
expected TC-PSI converged as shown in Figure 4.12, 4.15 and 4.19 in chapter 4) limiting the 
necessity of tedious case by case assessment of a dynamic power system. This is a similar 
approach as ENMRS method of predicting market power satisfying generation and network 
constraints where PTDF, load variations, random failures of transmission lines and generators 
as well as transmission constraints are considered in any system [12][29]. However, there is a 
necessity for real market power analysis where concepts of generators or generator companies 
in particular are considered to be pivotal to use market power, as has been adopted in TC-PSI 
method. The case studies (simple 3 bus, IEEE 30 and IEEE 300 bus system) have been chosen 
for this method in this paper to represent this concept for small, medium and large systems.  

As a whole, unless considering few drawbacks and limitations as discussed in section 4.3, the 
TC-PSI method is a reliable ex-ante market power assessment in modern electric power 
market. The TC-PSI method is a simple and transparent but details measurement for any 
system. This probabilistic market power assessment considering variations of consumptions in 
different part of days, wind generations variations depending weather conditions, different 
levels of hedging strategies. Above all considering transmission congestions in power systems 
makes this method truly applicable to forecast probability of gaining market power for 
generators in most electrical power market. Moreover, the probabilistic TC-PSI concept is 
also capable of handling more details about the power system, for example, including types of 
loads (residential, industrial or seasonal) in particular nodes, including wind generator types 
(simulating different efficiencies for different wind generators) and the probabilistic effect of 
installing new power plants in any specific location in a power system, with or without 
expansion of transmission facilities. It is however, important to notice that, the TC-PSI 
concept do not consider the financial effect of any system, since the method does not have 
market price as an input to the simulation. Therefore, the simulations of TC-PSI 
measurements could be taken as an input signal for extension of the power system or the 
assessment of possible extension of the system for the system operator as well; however, the 
cost effectiveness analysis of the possible extension or the cost analysis of the transmission 
and generation congestion is beyond the scope of this method – which is up to the decision of 
the system operator.  

In this paper, two probabilistic approach of TC-PSI have been discussed, Monte-Carlo 
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Simulation (MCS) method and Two-point Estimation method (T-PEM) with 2n+1 
concentration scheme. Considering results from the MCS approach as benchmark calculation 
of true market assessment, the T-PEM approach gives satisfactory results, however with one-
fourth computational burden compared to MCS method. Thus it can be concluded that, for 
probability study of TC-PSI method, the T-PEM approach with 2n+1 concentration scheme is 
an effiicent way to evaluate market power ability of generating companies. 

6.2. Summary and the Significant Findings of the Work 

In this paper, three cases are studied for determining generators market power ability, which 
is by definition of TC-PSI method, the ratio of minimum unhedged generation (the must 
generation of the generator, which would be traded to spot market) to the unhedged capacity 
of the same generator (the maximum level of capacity of a generator, that could be generated 
to be traded to the spot market). The summary of this study can be concluded as follows: 

1) The TC-PSI concept is an ex-ante short term market power assessment. The 
probabilistic study shows that any non-pivotal generator in an observation, can be 
pivotal in other observation regarding the power flow and congestion of the system, 
and hence may gain significant market power.  

2) Hedge level of generators plays an important role in assessing market power ability 
[29], which is usually ignored in most market power indicators tools. The greater the 
hedge levels of generators, the lesser the ability of the generators to gain market 
power. 

3) Merging is a strategic behavior of generating companies, which has an impact on 
market power in a system. Suppliers from strategic location in a system can gain or 
may support other suppliers to gain market power ability by colluding their output to 
have larger share in the market and eventually create transmission congestion in the 
system. 

4) The expected TC-PSI of generators may carry significant information to system 
operator for a possible system extension planning (transmission or generation). 
 

6.3. Refinements and Future Works 

The probabilistic TC-PSI concept of predicting market power ability is an advanced method 
that deals with economical study of electricity market from an engineering point of view. This 
is relatively details mathematical illustrations regarding market power analysis that considers 
stochastic nature of electrical power system. However, there are scopes to improve this ex-
ante market power indicator tools in following few prospects: 

1) This method may add up the cost functions of generator marginal costs of operations 
and market clearing price, so as to simulate the possibility to determine merit of 
dispatch order and calculate costs of congestion. However, in a non-competitive 
market, these information are difficult to predict.  

2) Demand side management (e.g. Loss of Load Probability, LOLP or price sensitive 
consumption) will be considered for future TC-PSI market power study. 
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3) Similar to simulating possible wind generation capacity variation, measure should be 
taken to cover uncertainties in run the river hydro power plants’ generation capacities. 

4) Ramp rate could be considered for probabilistic TC-PSI calculation where the random 
observations are considered continuous in a particular time frame. 

5) The pivotal supplier in particular, responsible of creating transmission congestion in 
the exporting region of the congested line (or corridor of lines) could be predicted. 

6) Generators providing ancillary services could be considered for market power 
assessment. 

7) A suitable range of expected TC-PSI value for the notation of “workable competition” 
could be introduced.  
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Appendix 
 

A.1.  Bus data for IEEE 30 bus system 

Bus nr Gen nr 
Capacity 
(MW) 

Hedge 
(MW) 

Load 
(MW) 

Bus nr Gen nr 
Capacity 
(MW) 

Hedge 
(MW) 

Load 
(MW) 

  

1 1 100 0 10 16 0 0 0 9 

2 2 200 0 0 17 0 0 0 0 

3 3 50 0 20 18 9 100 0 35 

4 0 0 0 0 19 0 0 0 17 

5 0 0 0 85 20 0 0 0 60 

6 0 0 0 0 21 0 0 0 34 

7 0 0 0 50 22 10 150 0 0 

8 4 130 0 25 23 11 150 0 85 

9 0 0 0 0 24 0 0 0 9 

10 0 0 0 190 25 0 0 0 9 

11 5 120 0 0 26 0 0 0 0 

12 0 0 0 50 27 12 120 0 0 

13 6 120 0 20 28 0 0 0 27 

14 7 160 0 50 29 0 0 0 35 
15 8 100 0 50 30 0 30 0 0 

 

A.2. Line data for IEEE 30 bus system 

From 
bus 

To bus 
React 
(p.u) 

Trans. 
Cap 

(MW) 

From 
bus 

To 
bus 

React 
(p.u) 

Trans. 
Cap 

(MW) 

From 
bus 

To 
bus 

React 
(p.u) 

Trans. 
Cap 

(MW) 
1 2 0.0600 130 4 12 0.2600 65 21 22 0.0200 64 

1 3 0.1900 130 12 13 0.1400 65 15 23 0.2000 64 

2 4 0.1700 65 12 14 0.2600 64 22 24 0.1800 96 

3 4 0.0400 130 12 15 0.1300 132 23 24 0.2700 100 

2 5 0.2000 130 12 16 0.2000 64 24 25 0.3300 64 

2 6 0.1800 90 14 15 0.2000 64 25 26 0.3800 130 

4 6 0.0400 90 16 17 0.1900 100 25 27 0.2100 65 

5 7 0.1200 140 15 18 0.2200 100 28 27 0.4000 65 

6 7 0.0800 130 18 19 0.1300 100 27 29 0.4200 64 

6 8 0.0400 132 19 20 0.0700 132 27 30 0.6000 64 

6 9 0.2100 96 10 20 0.2100 64 29 30 0.4500 16 

6 10 0.5600 96 10 17 0.0800 64 8 28 0.2000 32 

9 11 0.2100 65 10 21 0.0700 64 6 28 0.0600 32 

9 10 0.1100 65 10 22 0.1500 64     
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B.1. Bus data for IEEE 300 bus system 

Bus nr Gen nr 
Capacity 
(MW) 

Hedge 
(MW) 

Load 
(MW) 

Bus nr Gen nr 
Capacity 
(MW) 

Hedge 
(MW) 

Load 
(MW) 

  

1 0 0 0 90 151 0 0 0 26.50 

2 0 0 0 56 152 0 0 0 163.50 

3 0 0 0 20 153 0 0 0 0 

4 0 0 0 0 154 0 0 0 176 

5 0 0 0 353 155 16 296.4 46 5 

6 0 0 0 120 156 17 109.2 17 28 

7 0 0 0 0 157 0 0 0 427.40 

8 0 0 0 58 158 0 0 0 74 

9 0 0 0 96 159 0 0 0 69.50 

10 0 0 0 148 160 0 0 0 73.40 

11 0 0 0 83 161 0 0 0 240.70 

12 0 0 0 0 162 0 0 0 40 

13 0 0 0 58 163 0 0 0 136.80 

14 0 0 0 160 164 18 260 40 0 

15 0 0 0 126 165 19 1560 240 59.80 

16 0 0 0 0 166 20 1560 240 59.80 

17 0 0 0 561 167 0 0 0 182.60 

18 0 0 0 0 168 0 0 0 7 

19 0 0 0 595 169 21 617.5 95 0 

20 0 0 0 77 170 22 2564.9 395 489 

21 0 0 0 81 171 0 0 0 800 

22 0 0 0 21 172 0 0 0 0 

23 0 0 0 0 173 0 0 0 0 

24 0 0 0 45 174 0 0 0 0 

25 0 0 0 28 175 0 0 0 10 

26 0 0 0 69 176 0 0 0 43 

27 0 0 0 55 177 23 551.2 85 64 

28 0 0 0 0 178 0 0 0 35 

29 0 0 0 0 179 0 0 0 27 

30 0 0 0 0 180 0 0 0 41 

31 0 0 0 85 181 0 0 0 38 

32 0 0 0 155 182 0 0 0 42 

33 0 0 0 0 183 0 0 0 72 

34 0 0 0 46 184 0 0 0 0 

35 0 0 0 86 185 0 0 0 12 

36 0 0 0 0 186 0 0 0 0 

37 0 0 0 39 187 0 0 0 7 

38 0 0 0 195 188 0 0 0 38 

39 0 0 0 0 189 0 0 0 0 

40 0 0 0 0 190 0 0 0 96 



iii 

 

41 0 0 0 58 191 0 0 0 0 

42 0 0 0 41 192 24 353.6 54 0 

43 0 0 0 92 193 0 0 0 22 

44 0 0 0 0 194 0 0 0 47 

45 0 0 0 61 195 0 0 0 176 

46 0 0 0 69 196 0 0 0 100 

47 0 0 0 10 197 0 0 0 131 

48 0 0 0 22 198 0 0 0 0 

49 0 0 0 98 199 25 130 20 285 

50 0 0 0 14 200 26 585 90 171 

51 0 0 0 218 201 27 325 50 328 

52 0 0 0 0 202 0 0 0 428 

53 0 0 0 227 203 0 0 0 173 

54 0 0 0 0 204 0 0 0 410 

55 0 0 0 70 205 0 0 0 0 

56 0 0 0 0 206 28 393.9 61 538 

57 0 0 0 0 207 0 0 0 223 

58 0 0 0 56 208 0 0 0 96 

59 0 0 0 116 209 29 448.5 69 0 

60 0 0 0 57 210 0 0 0 159 

61 0 0 0 224 211 0 0 0 448 

62 0 0 0 0 212 30 390 60 404 

63 0 0 0 208 213 0 0 0 572 

64 0 0 0 74 214 0 0 0 269 

65 0 0 0 0 215 31 780 120 0 

66 0 0 0 48 216 0 0 0 0 

67 0 0 0 28 217 32 325 50 255 

68 0 0 0 0 218 33 715 110 0 

69 1 487.5 75 37 219 0 0 0 0 

70 0 0 0 0 220 34 748.059 115 0 

71 0 0 0 0 221 35 221 34 0 

72 0 0 0 0 222 36 109.2 17 8 

73 0 0 0 0 223 0 0 0 0 

74 0 0 0 44.20 224 0 0 0 61 

75 0 0 0 66 225 0 0 0 77 

76 2 201.5 31 17.40 226 0 0 0 61 

77 3 377 58 15.80 227 0 0 0 29 

78 0 0 0 60.30 228 0 0 0 29 

79 0 0 0 39.90 229 0 0 0 0 

80 4 88.4 14 66.70 230 0 0 0 0 

81 0 0 0 83.50 231 0 0 0 115.80 

82 0 0 0 0 232 0 0 0 2.40 

83 0 0 0 77.80 233 0 0 0 2.40 

84 0 0 0 32 234 0 0 0 0 

Continued.. 



iv 

 

85 0 0 0 8.60 235 0 0 0 24.70 

86 0 0 0 49.60 236 0 0 0 145.30 

87 0 0 0 4.60 237 0 0 0 28.10 

88 5 152.1 23 112.10 238 0 0 0 14 

89 0 0 0 30.70 239 0 0 0 0 

90 0 0 0 63 240 0 0 0 50.50 

91 0 0 0 19.60 241 0 0 0 29.60 

92 0 0 0 26.20 242 0 0 0 0 

93 0 0 0 18.20 243 0 0 0 100.31 

94 0 0 0 0 244 0 0 0 0 

95 0 0 0 0 245 0 0 0 0 

96 0 0 0 0 246 0 0 0 0 

97 0 0 0 14.10 247 37 607.1 93 0 

98 6 2509 386 0 248 38 809.9 125 0 

99 0 0 0 777.50 249 39 1573 242 0 

100 0 0 0 535.0 250 40 304.2 47 0 

101 0 0 0 229.10 251 41 483.6 74 0 

102 0 0 0 78 252 42 429 66 0 

103 7 312 48 276.40 253 43 240.5 37 0 

104 0 0 0 514.80 254 44 533 82 0 

105 0 0 0 57.90 255 45 650 100 0 

106 0 0 0 380.80 256 46 48.1 7 0 

107 0 0 0 0 257 0 0 0 0 

108 0 0 0 0 258 47 58.5 9 0 

109 0 0 0 0 259 48 214.5 33 0 

110 0 0 0 0 260 49 520 80 0 

111 0 0 0 0 261 50 520 80 0 

112 0 0 0 0 262 51 150.8 23 0 

113 0 0 0 0 263 52 1679.6 258 0 

114 0 0 0 169.20 264 53 910 140 0 

115 0 0 0 55.20 265 54 718.9 111 0 

116 0 0 0 273.60 266 0 0 0 0 

117 0 0 0 826.70 267 0 0 0 0 

118 0 0 0 595 268 0 0 0 2.71 

119 0 0 0 387.70 269 0 0 0 0.86 

120 8 365.3 56 145 270 0 0 0 0 

121 0 0 0 56.50 271 0 0 0 0 

122 9 904.8 139 89.50 272 0 0 0 0 

123 0 0 0 0 273 0 0 0 0 

124 0 0 0 24 274 0 0 0 4.75 

125 10 109.2 17 0 275 0 0 0 1.53 

126 11 282.1 43 0 276 0 0 0 0 

127 0 0 0 63 277 0 0 0 1.35 

128 12 133.9 21 0 278 0 0 0 0.45 
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129 0 0 0 0 279 0 0 0 0.45 

130 0 0 0 0 280 0 0 0 1.84 

131 13 483.6 74 17 281 0 0 0 1.39 

132 14 280.8 43 0 282 0 0 0 1.89 

133 0 0 0 70 283 0 0 0 1.55 

134 0 0 0 200 284 0 0 0 1.66 

135 0 0 0 75 285 0 0 0 3.03 

136 0 0 0 123.50 286 0 0 0 1.86 

137 0 0 0 0 287 0 0 0 2.58 

138 0 0 0 33 288 0 0 0 1.01 

139 0 0 0 0 289 0 0 0 0.81 

140 0 0 0 35 290 0 0 0 1.60 

141 0 0 0 85 291 0 0 0 0 

142 0 0 0 0 292 0 0 0 0 

143 0 0 0 0 293 0 0 0 30 

144 0 0 0 0 294 0 0 0 0 

145 0 0 0 0 295 55 65 10 0 

146 0 0 0 299.90 296 56 10.4 2 0 

147 0 0 0 0 297 0 0 0 1.02 

148 0 0 0 0 298 0 0 0 1.02 

149 15 266.5 41 481.80 299 0 0 0 3.80 

150 0 0 0 763.60 300 0 0 0 1.19 

 

B.2. Line data for IEEE 300 bus system 

From 
bus 

To bus 
React 
(p.u) 

Trans. 
Cap 

(MW) 

From 
bus 

To 
bus 

React 
(p.u) 

Trans. 
Cap 

(MW) 

From 
bus 

To 
bus 

React 
(p.u) 

Trans. 
Cap 

(MW) 
31 266 0.00046 1000 66 190 0.37500 200 175 176 0.04000 200 

266 270 0.00348 1000 67 190 0.10700 500 175 189 0.08100 200 

266 271 0.43682 100 68 173 0.03300 1500 176 177 0.06000 500 

266 273 0.64898 150 68 174 0.03300 2000 176 190 0.04000 150 

270 292 0.37486 20 70 71 0.06400 500 177 181 0.68800 100 

270 293 0.37486 300 71 72 0.09300 1200 177 182 0.04600 350 

270 294 0.38046 200 71 234 0.04800 20 177 189 0.07300 300 

270 295 0.15200 500 74 76 0.11900 400 177 190 0.10900 300 

270 296 0.80000 400 75 77 0.17400 400 178 179 0.13500 200 

271 272 0.24666 20 76 78 0.25300 400 178 189 0.10200 300 

271 268 0.49332 20 76 79 0.07700 200 179 189 0.12800 300 

271 268 0.49332 20 77 84 0.14400 750 180 183 0.18300 50 

273 267 0.43286 100 77 86 0.09200 750 182 190 0.05900 300 

273 267 0.43286 100 78 79 0.42700 450 183 184 0.06800 150 

267 274 0.07026 150 79 82 0.05300 350 184 185 0.44600 150 

274 276 0.95278 60 79 83 0.09200 100 185 186 0.09300 240 
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274 275 2.81520 20 79 84 0.12200 100 185 187 0.42100 160 

267 277 3.22020 20 80 82 0.06400 200 191 194 0.07780 1000 

276 278 3.94400 20 80 83 0.12100 200 192 193 0.03800 1000 

276 279 3.61520 20 81 87 0.13500 100 193 194 0.01850 2000 

272 297 2.96680 20 81 88 0.00400 800 193 221 0.01080 800 

272 298 2.05700 20 81 89 0.35400 250 194 195 0.02490 800 

272 268 0.24666 100 81 90 0.17400 150 195 196 0.04970 400 

268 280 4.67240 100 82 83 0.03800 300 196 197 0.04560 100 

268 281 4.88460 100 83 85 0.06400 300 196 198 0.01770 500 

268 282 4.80560 300 84 86 0.06200 300 196 199 0.03950 500 

268 291 0.06352 300 85 88 0.13000 200 198 216 0.00180 2000 

291 269 0.02894 300 85 233 0.12400 250 199 197 0.04840 400 

269 288 2.45600 300 86 87 0.08800 600 199 200 0.02950 400 

269 289 5.45360 300 86 90 0.40000 300 199 217 0.00460 600 

269 290 1.69940 300 88 235 0.20800 300 200 202 0.00130 1200 

268 283 1.39120 300 89 90 0.18400 300 201 216 0.05140 600 

268 284 3.45720 300 89 92 0.27400 300 203 204 0.06400 300 

268 285 1.67290 300 89 93 0.39300 300 203 205 0.00810 600 

268 286 2.57120 300 90 91 0.40400 200 204 170 0.06100 1600 

268 287 2.96680 300 91 93 0.04200 300 205 210 0.02120 300 

273 299 0.99036 300 94 101 0.01990 500 206 210 0.04720 700 

294 300 0.75000 300 95 99 0.10490 400 207 208 0.00870 600 

1 5 0.00600 2000 96 97 0.00180 2000 207 210 0.09170 100 

2 6 0.00900 800 97 98 0.02710 2000 207 213 0.02880 200 

2 8 0.02700 400 97 245 0.61630 200 208 169 0.06260 150 

3 7 0.00300 2000 245 99 0.36970 200 210 211 0.00690 800 

3 18 0.06900 300 97 100 0.29150 300 210 216 0.00060 500 

3 129 0.00700 1200 98 99 0.03390 2000 211 212 0.04850 400 

4 16 0.01900 2000 98 100 0.05820 2000 213 214 0.02590 600 

5 9 0.02900 2000 101 102 0.23440 300 213 216 0.02720 300 

7 12 0.00900 800 101 104 0.36690 250 214 217 0.00060 1000 

7 110 0.00700 1200 102 103 0.10760 500 220 216 0.01540 1200 

8 11 0.05950 1200 102 104 0.14140 300 219 230 0.00430 20 

8 14 0.04200 1200 104 105 0.01970 1200 221 224 0.08510 150 

9 11 0.02700 2000 105 106 0.04050 850 221 226 0.07230 300 

11 13 0.03400 600 105 108 0.11060 500 222 223 0.03550 350 

12 20 0.01500 700 105 111 0.16880 500 222 224 0.18040 200 

13 19 0.03400 800 105 136 0.05000 600 223 225 0.05510 400 

14 15 0.04200 1600 105 137 0.05380 400 224 225 0.07320 100 

15 31 0.24800 600 105 148 0.11570 500 224 226 0.21190 100 

15 74 0.24800 500 106 107 0.05770 500 225 226 0.12850 100 

15 75 0.36300 400 106 113 0.03360 1000 226 227 0.12150 400 

16 36 0.02200 2000 106 147 0.05770 500 227 228 0.10040 60 

18 20 0.01800 1400 107 109 0.07730 500 228 229 0.18570 50 

18 72 0.08000 1800 107 112 0.01930 500 3 1 0.05200 2000 
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19 21 0.03300 300 108 109 0.07520 500 3 2 0.05200 300 

19 26 0.18600 100 108 112 0.01860 150 3 4 0.00500 2000 

20 23 0.03400 800 109 111 0.01640 550 7 5 0.03900 2000 

21 22 0.11100 400 109 130 0.01650 350 7 6 0.03900 500 

22 24 0.03900 350 109 146 0.07930 750 10 11 0.08900 400 

23 231 0.06800 500 109 147 0.07840 700 12 10 0.05300 600 

24 25 0.07100 500 112 116 0.01170 2000 15 17 0.03110 2000 

25 26 0.12000 400 112 147 0.01930 100 16 15 0.03800 800 

25 232 0.13000 300 112 148 0.01860 500 20 19 0.01400 1800 

27 28 0.06300 200 112 150 0.01010 1600 23 22 0.06400 100 

27 32 0.01200 200 113 114 0.02930 650 30 29 0.04700 100 

27 34 0.02900 100 113 163 0.03810 900 39 38 0.02000 700 

27 35 0.04300 100 114 115 0.06230 900 39 40 0.02100 1800 

28 36 0.00800 400 115 116 0.08900 600 54 53 0.05900 100 

29 60 0.06000 100 115 131 0.03900 1600 55 56 0.03800 400 

29 63 0.01400 400 116 119 0.01140 500 61 62 0.0244 300 

29 64 0.02900 400 116 160 0.00340 300 68 73 0.02000 700 

30 73 0.02700 100 116 165 0.01510 1200 70 81 0.04800 600 

31 32 0.04700 200 116 167 0.00340 950 71 83 0.04800 600 

31 34 0.06400 100 118 151 0.22480 200 72 78 0.04600 600 

31 35 0.03600 200 119 120 0.08360 1400 93 186 0.14900 300 

31 43 0.08100 100 119 121 0.11320 1400 95 103 0.01740 300 

31 74 0.25400 150 119 124 0.33690 800 100 94 0.02800 400 

31 75 0.12700 150 119 125 0.30310 800 101 136 0.01950 800 

32 35 0.03700 100 119 126 0.34920 600 109 110 0.01800 1200 

32 37 0.08700 700 119 161 0.00890 600 109 129 0.01400 1000 

33 36 0.00640 1200 120 125 0.22670 500 111 149 0.04020 400 

34 42 0.15400 200 121 121 0.05700 2000 120 153 0.06030 500 

35 36 0.02900 700 122 124 0.07730 1000 121 154 0.04980 1800 

35 43 0.19100 200 122 128 0.09090 400 122 123 0.08330 400 

35 44 0.08900 400 124 125 0.05880 600 122 127 0.03710 1000 

36 40 0.01400 2000 124 128 0.15110 800 124 159 0.01820 900 

37 38 0.07200 600 125 126 0.05040 500 130 149 0.03920 400 

37 42 0.26200 150 127 157 0.15260 500 132 162 0.06390 300 

37 46 0.03900 400 127 158 0.39190 400 134 135 0.02560 200 

38 41 0.08400 300 131 132 0.09570 500 138 96 0.01600 800 

38 47 0.08400 300 132 140 0.02880 800 139 103 0.03960 600 

39 52 0.04100 900 133 135 0.31610 100 142 116 0.03840 800 

39 62 0.05400 1000 133 162 0.30540 200 143 134 0.02310 1000 

40 68 0.04200 2000 134 140 0.05680 1500 161 118 0.01310 200 

41 61 0.14500 350 136 138 0.00980 1000 168 189 0.25200 200 

41 92 0.11800 150 137 138 0.02850 600 172 175 0.23700 1000 

42 87 0.06200 200 137 139 0.04480 550 174 191 0.03660 600 

43 44 0.09400 300 141 143 0.03260 200 179 227 0.22000 200 

44 45 0.10900 600 141 144 0.02450 20 180 57 0.09800 150 
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45 48 0.08000 800 142 143 0.05140 800 181 190 0.12800 100 

46 47 0.07300 450 144 145 0.01230 100 183 246 0.20400 50 

47 48 0.10300 500 146 148 0.01780 500 188 177 0.21100 200 

48 49 0.16900 600 151 152 0.48430 150 190 191 0.01220 500 

49 50 0.08000 400 151 153 0.22100 300 197 198 0.03540 200 

49 55 0.53700 150 152 153 0.33310 200 202 203 0.01950 500 

50 51 0.02600 400 152 154 0.30710 350 208 209 0.03320 1400 

51 53 0.01300 500 152 155 0.50170 500 213 215 0.01600 1500 

52 54 0.06500 600 154 155 0.36260 1000 217 218 0.01600 1400 

54 56 0.10500 500 154 158 0.30920 800 175 276 0.02000 200 

54 123 0.00700 400 155 156 0.08290 300 98 243 0.02300 220 

55 236 0.17200 300 156 157 0.08470 600 99 244 0.02300 20 

57 190 0.23200 300 157 158 0.18550 500 248 2 0.01460 1200 

57 66 0.15700 150 157 159 0.02900 800 249 3 0.01054 2400 

58 59 0.10000 200 160 117 0.02020 800 260 53 0.02380 1200 

58 237 0.12340 60 160 166 0.00830 2000 261 54 0.03214 1400 

59 60 0.13100 60 163 164 0.02450 1200 265 140 0.01540 1400 

59 61 0.09900 300 165 167 0.00860 2000 254 23 0.02890 1400 

60 64 0.08700 120 166 167 0.00860 2000 247 1 0.01953 1400 

60 238 0.19300 50 167 117 0.02020 1000 263 109 0.01930 1800 

61 63 0.05700 300 168 187 0.09500 400 250 11 0.01923 1000 

61 66 0.05200 550 168 188 0.06900 200 253 22 0.02300 1000 

62 73 0.02700 800 169 210 0.00220 1400 257 43 0.01240 20 

62 240 0.20130 200 169 219 0.02750 200 264 118 0.01670 1700 

63 64 0.04300 400 170 171 0.04800 1600 251 12 0.03120 1200 

64 65 0.00600 1100 171 204 0.00900 900 252 17 0.01654 1200 

64 67 0.07000 400 172 184 0.06300 300 255 33 0.03159 1200 

64 239 0.26760 20 172 187 0.12700 100 259 49 0.05347 1000 

64 241 0.21270 60 173 198 0.02860 1800 256 38 0.18181 1200 

65 66 0.02200 300 173 242 0.03550 20 258 48 0.19607 1200 

65 69 0.03600 1400 174 198 0.02860 1400 262 59 0.06896 800 
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